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The eCare programme has suffered from a lack of direction and has not
delivered sufficient benefits for the investment made to date

Background

The current eCare programme was started in 2006* with the aim of
enabling data sharing across Scotland. It was envisaged that the eCare
Framework would provide technology, standards and guidance to a
number of policies delivered through local agencies such as Social
Work, Health, and Education: Single Shared Assessment (SSA), Child
Protection Messaging (CPM) and more recently, Getting it Right for
Every Child (GIRFEC).

The eCare programme has aimed to provide a common technology
platform delivered through Data Sharing Partnerships (DSPs) which are
aligned to the 14 Health Board regions. Since 2006 approximately £30
million has been spent on eCare (including £5m direct to DSPs) with an
on-going £2m annual commitment to maintain and support the eCare
technology platform.

Review

Over the past nine months several eCare events have raised concerns
and action points about delivery of both technology and business
change associated with the programme. These include a Gateway
review in October 2009 and a Senior Stakeholders meeting in February
2010. The Scottish Government therefore engaged
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC) in May 2010 to assist in
conducting a review of eCare to gain a clear understanding of eCare’s
business requirements. eCare stakeholders recognised that the
business requirements had not been clearly defined and that mapping
these to both policy and technology would baseline what eCare could or
could not do.

As part of the review, PwC assessed a range of aspects that we would
expect to be present in a programme of this size and complexity. The
analysis highlighted that whilst the lack of clear business requirements
is a major concern, there are significant issues around the
programme’s delivery including governance, stakeholder engagement,
financial management, policy support, business change and the
complexity of the underlying technology platform.

This report focuses on the key elements that would be expected to be
in place for the eCare programme to deliver value, examines a number
of options for the future of the programme, and recommends a
preferred option based on developing a sound business case, and
clear requirements and stakeholder commitment from policy areas.

Findings

The central eCare technology platform, based around the concept of a
messaging framework, index and multi-agency store (MAS), has been
in place since 2007 with 5 DSPs connected to and using eCare
services. However eCare has generally failed to demonstrate business
success on the ground with about 30 SSA forms being used and less
than 950 people’s records, with shared data relevant to CPM, being on
the eCare system.

The programme to date has suffered from a lack of strategic direction
and engagement with the SSA and CPM policy teams. The level of
business change required was not initially recognised nor has there
been sufficient support from policy and local partners in delivering a
programme that is reliant on their success.

eCare: Executive Summary

* However the precursor to the current programme was started several years previously, with
approximately £15m funding from the Modernising Government Funds (MGF).
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eCare needs a well defined way forward with tangible benefits over the
short-term to justify the money being spent on it

Findings (cont…)

The business case at the start of the current programme (2006) was
aspirational with few clear delivery dates, objectives or responsibilities
defined. This vague definition and subsequent lack of reference points
for governance, business delivery, financial management and
ultimately delivering policy outcomes has resulted in a programme that
has been allowed to drift. Subsequently it has failed to realise any
significant business or policy benefits.

The eCare programme has had a large investment in the development
of its core systems. However, with the introduction of the 2007 local
authority Concordat, agencies are not mandated to use these systems
and they may choose to develop their own solutions. This presents the
risk that with few or no current / future “customers” for the national
eCare solution, there may be a very low return on the investment
made.

The likelihood of this happening appears to be significant, given that
local stakeholders have consistently expressed that:

• They feel that they have seen little to demonstrate a clear and
compelling vision for what eCare is and can enable.

• They feel that they have had little ability to influence the shape of
eCare solutions to local requirements.

Whilst eCare has had some minor successes in demonstrating
benefits and positive feedback around the concepts of DSPs, the only
long-term demonstration sites have been at a local partnership level
coming from Pathfinder projects.

eCare: Executive Summary

Findings (cont…)

Some improvements to Social Work systems have been made
through funding associated with eCare. But rather than being seen as
a technology enabler, eCare is now seen by some as a blocker to
progress, and has lost the confidence of a large number of its
stakeholders to deliver what was promised.

Challenges

The principles of sharing data across agencies and delivering SSA,
CPM and GIRFEC policies are well supported by stakeholders. The
challenge is to determine the best way to continue to support this
through the use of technology and to understand the business
objectives that eCare is still fulfilling against those that might be more
effectively delivered by alternative solutions.

Tensions exist between being able to deliver local solutions in a
flexible manner and mandating central provision to drive efficiencies
and increased benefits.

Commitment from DSPs and their constituent agencies is key to the
success of eCare, and the eCare programme must be aware of the
number of DSPs that it needs to support in order to be able to
demonstrate value for money.

It is recognised that the technology foundations that eCare is built
upon are reasonably sound, such as the core functionality of
matching agency data at both local and national levels. eCare is
already technically ‘live’ in some local agencies for CPM and is in the
process of having instances of going ‘live’ for SSA.



Moving forward

With increasing funding pressure across central and local government
there is an imperative on eCare to deliver on meeting business
requirements and achieving significant business and policy benefits.

It is also imperative that eCare is able to define its customer base with
clear commitment from those policy areas, data sharing partnerships and
agencies who are genuinely committing to using the technology.

Whilst there is a reasonable consensus among stakeholders to see
success in what eCare is doing, our findings suggest that there is a
significant gap between what eCare was envisaged as being, and the
actual services being delivered.

This report presents findings and recommendations at two levels:

• Enabling stakeholders to come to an informed and structured
decision on whether eCare should continue, and if so in what form.

• If the decision to continue eCare is made, a set of actions to
enable the programme to be taken forward. These actions are
based on recognised practices of delivering successful
programmes of this type.

Section 1 (Key Findings) of the report explains in further detail the basis
and likely causes of the issues faced by the programme, and Section 2
(Detailed Review) provides greater supporting detail and analysis.

In considering whether the future of the eCare programme, there are
two key questions to address:

• Does the eCare infrastructure and systems have the current (and
potential future) capability to deliver the Scottish Government’s
policy objectives?

• Can agreement on a “sign-up” model be reached with DSP
stakeholders, that provides confidence that there are a critical
mass of future adopters of national eCare systems to realise
benefits on a scale that justifies the historic and future
investments required?

Alongside this, we have identified five broad options for the future of
eCare. These are outlined on the next page.

eCare: Executive Summary

Clear commitment is needed from policy, data sharing partnerships and
local agencies over a sustained period for eCare to have a secure future



No. Option Explanation

1. No Change Continue as before with all parts of the
eCare programme whilst aiming to
address the identified shortcomings.

2. Combine focus on
Policy & DSP
commitment, key
deliverables with
concrete business
case decision

• Focus eCare resources to deliver
tangible short-term business benefits.

• Obtain genuine commitment from
policy, DSPs and Agencies.

• Develop a robust business case that
enables senior stakeholders to make a
clear go/no decision within 6 months.

3. Detailed business
case before continuing

Establish a clear business case showing
that eCare can deliver value for money
before committing any more funds.

4. Reduce to Framework
and Standards

Continue to utilise the benefits of DSPs
and NMIS, whilst providing guidance
around technology and procurement.

5. Stop the eCare
Programme

Stop the eCare programme immediately
and specify local implementations of MAS.
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Option 1 is not viable in the current economic climate.

Options 4 and 5 would see the past investment in eCare mainly as a
sunk cost. Selecting one of these options at this stage would be
premature and based on insufficient information, which the
development of a business case (through options 2 or 3) would
provide.

Option 2 is recommended, as it provides a focused approach to
delivering short-term outcomes, along with a business case with
defined deliverables, milestones and benefits. Also, as over £40m
has been spent on eCare since its inception, some further diligence
is required to establish to the cost / risk of moving to option 4 or 5
and to understand the full effects of such a decision on all policy
areas. However, if the business case cannot demonstrate value for
money or the programme fails to deliver short-term benefits, then
option 4 or 5 should be taken.

While option 3 also develops a business case, it would require all
current programme activities to be stopped. There are a number of
sites about to roll-out eCare and this would result in potential benefits
being deferred and the further erosion of an already unconfident
stakeholder base.

The following page outlines a list of recommended actions that
should be considered in the context of selecting option 2.

We have assessed 5 options for eCare. We recommend that the
programme continues, but make a firm decision based on renewed client
commitment and detailed business case within 6 months
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Under option 2, the eCare programme must clarify its role, improve
stakeholder commitment, and demonstrate that benefits can be delivered
Recommendations

1. Based on the findings captured herein and defined actions, re-affirm the mission and goals of the eCare programme:

a) Establish a holistic view of the programme that can be effectively communicated to all stakeholders.

b) Define a clear business case with short, medium and long-term goals and use this to make a firm go/no go decision within 6 months.

c) Obtain genuine commitment from policy, data sharing partnerships and agencies to use eCare over the next 3 years.

2. Create a measurable Delivery Plan to provide focused delivery:

a) To include clear business objectives, accountabilities, timescales with benefits realisation within 6 months.

b) Prioritise activities to balance delivering new policy objectives with operational needs and funding.

c) Review delivery capability, capacity and approach of existing teams (policy & eCare linked to joint local delivery).

A draft high-level overview of the proposed contents has been included in section 1.6 (Change Areas & Actions).

3. Re-focus policy support; align governance structures to policy and eCare programme to support delivery:

a) Operationalise strategy to include clear outcomes, accountability and measures for joint working between policy teams and eCare.

b) Have clear provision of adequate management information for governance bodies to enable decision making.

c) Align eCare delivery to support policy driven business change, with demonstrable benefits delivered within 6 months.

4. Create a plan to effectively communicate with and support all stakeholders:

a) To build trust with customers that demonstrable improvements are being made – benefits delivery and value-for-money.

b) To be effectively able to manage and resolve issues in a transparent fashion.

5. Define how eCare relates to other Scottish Government data sharing programmes:

a) To have an awareness of the wider Government (e.g. eHealth, Local Government, Policing, etc.) information sharing context within which
the eCare programme resides, and to adapt and update the eCare roadmap accordingly in the future.

eCare: Executive Summary
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Key Findings

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits
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Section 1: Key Findings

1.1 Scope of Work & Context

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits
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The review focus shifted from analysis business requirements to the
wider remit of programme delivery

Scope of Work

This review of eCare was undertaken in response to a Mini Tender under the eHealth Consultancy Framework 2009 as part of ICT Technical,
Project & Consultancy Services. The initial intended scope was to:

 Capture Policy Requirements: Provide a clear definition, taxonomy and requirements capture method, review existing documentation and
explore policy requirements, working with the eCare team and key partners, including up to 5 workshops with the relevant stakeholders.

 Carry out a GAP Analysis: Identify technical and delivery capabilities to reconcile with defined policy requirements, using Highland DSP for
an initial ‘iteration’.

 Requirements Capture Methodology: Define how requirements could be captured at multiple levels from strategic objectives down to detailed
system requirements.

 Outline Options & Costs: Work with key stakeholders to develop future options for the programme whilst ensuring that they would be widely
acceptable. Indicative costs would be supplied subject to required inputs from stakeholders being available.

 Deliver a summary report outlining findings with recommendations.

In assessing the requirements available at the start of the review, it was clear that the proposed requirements gathering exercise was going to be
complex and of questionable value, given the other clear issues exposed in the programme such as inadequate delivery, unclear governance, and
variable stakeholder buy-in. Only limited requirements information was available coming from the major areas of Single Shared Assessment, Child
Protection Messaging and Getting it Right for Every Child. Therefore, with the agreement of the Scottish Government, the review focused on the
key weak areas of the programme in more detail – these areas being:

 Policy, Business and Technical Requirements Gaps.

 Programme Delivery and Governance.

 Stakeholder Commitment to the Programme.

 Value-for-Money and Benefits Delivery.

 Assessment of Future Options for the Programme.

eCare – Key Findings: Scope of Work & Context
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The need for this review comes from the recent Gateway Review and that
the programme to date has not delivered Single Shared Assessment

Context

The context for the eCare review is that the current eCare programme was initiated in 2006 with the aim of delivering visible business benefits by 2009.
These benefits would be realised from data sharing enabled through eCare technology, and able to become part of business as usual (BAU), funded
locally.

The eCare programme has however failed to deliver significant benefits (e.g. a good volume of cases through the system, reduction in case processing
times and costs) or been able to demonstrate effective delivery of data sharing across local agencies (only a small minority of the 14 DSPs have eCare
‘technically’ live, while ‘business’ usage of the systems is minimal). The programme has delivered technology solutions but is dependent on policy
implementation at a local level to see the benefits.

Since its original inception, the programme has received over £40m of funding, and given the patchy delivery and business take-up to date, there are
clearly serious questions over value-for-money.

A lack of business requirements was seen as being a major contributing factor as to why the programme has under-performed and consequently the
mapping of requirements formed the initial part of this review.

However, other information relating to eCare has raised concerns and action points about the wider delivery of technology and business change
associated with the programme. This information includes:

 Gateway reviews – the most recent in October 2009

 Outputs from the Senior Stakeholders meeting held in February 2010

This review for the Scottish Government provides a holistic view of the ‘health’ of the programme, and proposes a future strategy to address the
identified weaknesses in a consistent and coordinated way.

eCare – Key Findings: Scope of Work & Context
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Section 1: Key Findings

1.2 Approach

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits
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Assessment Frameworks – IT Performance Framework

Assessment of the eCare Programme

The technical and business aspects of the eCare programme were
assessed using PwC’s IT Performance Framework and Transform
Methodology. This allowed for a focused assessment of both IT
performance and programme delivery.

These frameworks have been used to establish a holistic picture
that considers more than just the technology areas that you would
expect to be in place in a programme of this size and complexity.

IT Performance Framework

Using the PwC - IT Performance Framework (as shown on the
right), relevant areas were selected from the framework to:

• Assess if the IT governance, delivery and implementation
capabilities are fit for purpose

• Identify both good and below-par practices

• Show ‘gaps’ between current state and desired target state:

• Provide focus on key areas for improvement (and identify starting
steps of a high-level roadmap for change)

The next page explains how the PwC Transform framework was
used to assess the business aspects of the programme.

eCare – Key Findings: Approach
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eCare – Key Findings: Approach

Assessment Frameworks – Transform

Transform

PwC’s Transform Framework is a proven methodology used
to assess and coordinate successful business change and
delivery of complex programmes.

Transform focuses on 8 workstreams to manage success in
delivery. These streams are:

• Strategic Direction

• Structure

• Facilities

• Process / Service

• People & Organisation

• Enabling Technology

• Change Management

• Programme Delivery

Using Transform alongside the IT Performance Framework
enabled eCare to be assessed against leading practice from
the public and private sectors.

The assessment levels range from having no evidence of
alignment with leading practices through to clear evidence
that demonstrates that current practices are aligned to
leading practices.

Stakeholders

During the review, a structured interview approach was employed with key
stakeholders to gain a balanced perspective of how eCare is perceived across
different groups, and to help understand if the eCare Framework platform can
actually deliver the desired policy outcomes.

Key stakeholders included: Scottish Government (Policy, eCare and eHealth),
Local Authorities, Local Health Boards, Data Sharing Partnerships and Suppliers
(see Appendix C).
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Section 1: Key Findings

1.3 Summary

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits
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There are major concerns about business requirements, governance,
business change, systems integration and demonstrating value for money

Overview

Shown below is a high level overview of selected areas reviewed from the PwC IT Performance and Transform Frameworks with a Red, Amber or Green
(RAG) status shown. The remainder of the document focuses on these 12 review areas and explains our findings to support the RAG status and
recommendations for each of these areas:

eCare – Key Findings: Summary

The principal findings are summarised on the following pages.

Evidence
demonstrates that

current practice are
aligned with leading

practices

Evidence
demonstrates that

current practice has
opportunities for

improvement

No evidence of
alignment with

leading practices

Key
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The disjoint between policy and technical requirements stems from a
technically led programme with insufficient business requirements

Requirements

Policy

Policy requirements have been developed through initiatives being
taken out to local agencies. The translation of policies into high-level
requirements is effectively carried out and allows for policy
outcomes to be communicated to local agencies, for example by the
Joint Improvement Team (JIT) in delivering joint working. The
engagement of policy areas with the eCare programme has not
provided effective governance and leading on delivery.

Business

The translation of policy requirements into business requirements is
not effectively managed at either or national and local levels. A lack
of defined business requirements after more than 3 years,
demonstrates not only the challenging nature of gathering
requirements, but also the disjoint between subject matter experts
(SMEs) within policy delivery, local partnerships and the eCare
team.

Technology

Technology requirements are reasonably complete and documented
from functional through to technical requirements. The major
concern is that these requirements do not reflect accurately the
needs of users as these have not been effectively articulated or
captured from business requirements.

eCare – Key Findings: Summary

Programme Delivery

Governance

The eCare programme board currently does not function in an effective
way. Whilst the board has terms of reference, it appears to be unclear as to
what the immediate aims of eCare are, how the board is able to conduct
effective decision making and how decisions are implemented and tracked
with clear objectives, responsibilities and timescales.

A lack of visibility of programme finances combined with an aspirational
business plan means that the programme board lacks some of the
fundamental points of reference needed for governing the programme.

Finance

Significant funding has been forthcoming for the eCare programme, but
there has been limited visibility for the programme board for how these
funds have been spent. There has been a lack of financial rigour in
ensuring that the programme has been effective in delivering value for
money.

Support & Communications

The ability to gain a holistic view of eCare is seen as challenging and an
inability to effectively communicate is key. Information available needs to
be updated to provide an engaging vision and meaningful description of
what eCare actually does and the benefits it could deliver.

On the positive side, when the central eCare is working with DSPs to make
sites ‘live’, feedback is positive about how well the team engages and
provides support.
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The level of complexity and the business change required has been
underestimated and consequently not appropriately managed

Programme Delivery (cont…)

Approach & Business Change

The complexity associated with delivering change through the originally
envisaged model was underestimated and the programme was primarily
technology led. The programme must be business led at both national
and local level, with suitable technology input as required.

This requires recognition from the policy areas that policy is responsible
for leading the business change agenda so that it can be (a) delivered by
local agencies, and (b) enabled by eCare technology.

Operations (Business As Usual)

Transition from ‘Go-Live’ into business as usual is supported to a degree,
with technical support and a change management process in place.
However once live, agencies can find future changes hard to implement
and the change management process is not clearly articulated to users.

Organisation & Suppliers

The core structure of the eCare management team is appropriate for a
programme of this size. However a lack of delivery capacity to local
customers is seen as being a bottleneck.

The main core technology supplier (Atos Origin) has generally delivered
what has been asked for from a technology perspective. However, there
are concerns by some stakeholders that there has not been an
appropriate level of technical oversight and representation on the
Technical Design Authority (TDA).

eCare – Key Findings: Summary

Technical Platform

Infrastructure

The core infrastructure platform is well specified with ample capacity
and back up to a secondary data centre. Throughput to date has been
very low and no immediate problems are anticipated. If eCare was
delivering what had been anticipated then the infrastructure would be
appropriate. However the Scottish Government is paying a significant
annual sum (c£1.6m) for a platform that is highly over-scaled for
current usage.

Applications & Adapters

The eCare index that facilitates data matching, and underpins all other
eCare applications, provides a valuable service. There are concerns
about this functionality remaining fully supported and meeting required
security standards. The majority of eCare applications integrate with
agency line of business (LOB) applications and each require a data
adapter to be built and aligned with a suitable version of the local
application. The cost and complexity of creating these adapters to
integrate eCare with LOB applications is often proving prohibitive.

Data

The Data Standards that are defined for use across eCare applications
are recognised as providing a valuable base for local agencies. Even if
local agency applications are currently not using eCare, most of their
systems aim to comply with the Standards and successful early
implementations of data sharing based around standards (including
NMIS) have been delivered at a local level, with appropriate funding.
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Section 1: Key Findings

1.4 Programme Options

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits
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Five future options have been identified and assessed according to criteria
of cost, benefit, risk and impact on policy areas and local agencies

eCare – Key Findings: Programme Options

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 5

Title

No Change Combine focus
on Policy/DSP
commitment &
deliverables
with concrete
business case
decision

Detailed
business
case before
continuing

Reduce to
framework
and
standards

Stop the
eCare
programme

Indicative Costs*

Minimum on-
going cost per
annum of £2
million until
2018.
Total = £16m.

Minimum cost of
c£1 million for 6
months.
Total cost (if
programme
continues)
between £2m
and £16m.

Minimum
cost of c£1
million for 6
months.
Total cost (if
programme
continues)
between £2m
and £16m.

Minimum
cost of c£1
million for 6
months.
Total cost
between
£2m and
£5m.

Minimum
cost of c£1
million for 6
months.
Total
estimated
cost £2m +
local costs.

Effect on
policies
(CPM/SSA/iACT)

No Change:
Continued
slow delivery
of policy
enabled by
eCare.

Initial delay of
delivery before
improvement or
possible
alternative
needed.

Delay of
delivery or
alternative
needed
dependant
on outcome

Delay as
alternative
technology
needed to
support
policy.

Find
alternative
technology
to support
policy.

Option Evaluation

During the review, five future options
were considered based on criteria that
included:

• Ability to support policy outcomes.

• Cost.

• Risk.

• Benefits.

• Impact on local agencies.

• Commitment to national data sharing.

It is felt by most stakeholders that the
eCare programme cannot continue in its
current form and therefore option 1 is
not viable.

Options 4 and 5 would effectively end
the programme in its current form and
see the past investment in eCare mainly
as a sunk cost.

*Indicative costs are high-level
estimated costs based on current spend
and commitment.
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The recommended option requires commitment from all parties

No. Option Explanation Benefits / Implication / Risks

1. No change Continue as before with all parts of the eCare
programme whilst aiming to address the identified
shortcomings.

eCare continues to deliver only marginal benefits and does
not demonstrate value for money. Risk is that money
continues to be spent with possibly no return.

2. Combine focus on
Policy & DSP
commitment, key
Deliverables with
concrete business
case decision.

Focus the limited eCare resources to deliver
tangible business benefits. Have genuine
commitment from policy, DSPs and agencies.
Develop a robust business case that enables
senior stakeholders to make a clear go/no
decision within the next 6 months.

Focus initially on specific policy deliverables . i.e. CPM,
with continued iACT development - SSA following.
Commitment from stakeholders will show the viability of
eCare. Risk that eCare cannot deliver VFM and more
capital is committed without significant benefits or
return.

3. Detailed business
case before continuing

Establish a clear business case showing that eCare
can deliver value for money before committing any
more funds.

Stop programme delivery until a detailed business case is
completed , assessing if eCare can deliver value for money,
and if so what parts of it are viable.

4. Reduce to Framework
and Standards

Continue to utilise the benefits of DSPs and NMIS,
whilst providing guidance around technology and
procurement.

Benefit of reduced costs. Need to fund alternatives for those
with existing solutions. Possible re-assignment of ownership
of programme .e. g. to eHealth.

5. Stop the eCare
Programme

Stop the eCare programme completely and specify
local implementations of MAS.

Fund alternatives for those with existing MAS solutions.
Assess alternative options for supporting policies .i.e.
solutions provided through eHealth or 3rd parties.

eCare – Key Findings: Programme Options

We would recommend Option 2, as it provides a focused approach to delivering outcomes, whilst establishing a clear business case for change
for the eCare programme. It does not preclude moving to option 4 or 5 if the business case cannot demonstrate Value for Money. We believe that as
£40 million has been invested in eCare, further diligence is required to assess the impact across all policies of options in taking eCare forward.
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A prioritised approach, aligned to resources & funds, must be adopted

The key issues identified include:

1. There is no clear business case to demonstrate how eCare will deliver value-for-
money along with defined objectives, responsibilities and timescales.

2. eCare has had no direct governance or accountability to SSA and CPM policy
boards. Establishing such governance is essential in projects of this complexity.

3. Funding of eCare has been directly to the programme and financial accountability
has been poor.

4. There is little evidence of any agreed benefits realisation plan or strategy.

5. Certain key partners (e.g. eHealth) are no longer advocates of the programme.
Stakeholders have lost confidence in the programme’s ability to deliver.

6. There is no effective programme governance, leading to a lack of ownership and
responsibility for delivery.

7. Business requirements for SSA & CPM require further detailed analysis and
validation.

8. The current technical solution is overly complex and difficult to implement.

9. Significant resources are needed for managing business-as-usual (BAU)
alongside delivering new eCare implementations, and resource needs will likely
increase in the future.

Limited £s &
Resources

Priorities

Strategy

Governance

Delivery
Approach

Finance

Benefits
Realisation

If continuing with revised eCare delivery through Option 2, it must be recognised that the programme approach must prioritise what
can be done and what cannot be done. Project demand and supply must be managed within financial and resource constraints.

eCare – Key Findings: Programme Options

All of the above must be addressed, noting that resources and funds are limited. Resolution of issues will require prioritisation and
a clear value-for-money assessment. This should be carried out using the delivery principles as outlined in section 1.7.
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The eCare programme must be able to effectively track and realise
benefits in order to demonstrate value-for-money

Value-for-Money

One of the main challenges for the eCare programme is to be able to track
and realise quantifiable business benefits. To date there has been no
significant benefits realisation.

eCare has attempted to deliver multiple uses of technical solutions to a
number of clients across agencies and locations. The nature of this
programme delivery is complex and a re-focusing is required to understand
where the most value can really be achieved.

An initial assessment is required to understand those projects that are likely to
be able to demonstrate value-for-money. This should be done by defining an
opportunity portfolio from the existing project list, classified on two scales:

• The value to policy and business stakeholders.

• The ease of implementation.

The portfolio will enable identification of the opportunities into the categories
of ‘easy to implement’, ‘transformation’, ‘discount’ and ‘nice to haves’.

From this, informed decisions can be made about the relative priorities. From
this will come a ranked list of issues to be addressed and more detail relevant
to the programme options.

eCare – Key Findings: Programme Options

Opportunity Portfolio

Ease of Implementation HighLow

Low

High

V
a

lu
e

High Value
Easy =

Quick Wins

High Value
Difficult =

Transformation

Low Value
Difficult =

Nice to Haves

Low Value
Difficult =

Discount

Time
Releasing

Service
Improvement

Cost
Saving

Cost
Avoidance

Cost
Reduction
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Section 1: Key Findings

1.5 Change Areas & Actions

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits



An updated business case is required linked to clear deliverables with
measures for effective governance and financial management

Areas where action is required (having a red status) are:

Governance

Governance structures must be updated so that policy is directly linked to delivery including being able to:

1. Clearly define strategies from the top-level down with aligned responsibilities, objectives and performance measures.

2. Agree terms of reference for the governance structures with clear lines of responsibility and understanding as to the strategic objectives being
governed.

3. Translate strategies into operational plans that demonstrate successful delivery.

4. Formalise a communications strategy to support operational and project delivery.

5. There must be an updated business case that demonstrates that the eCare programme can:

a) Deliver value-for-money.

b) Link to a clearly defined strategy

c) Deliver effective business benefits realisation.

Finance

Financial Management must be transparent and linked to policy outcomes. This should include:

6. How the core eCare funding is managed and who is responsible for it. E.g. Policy Areas.

7. Genuine demonstrable commitment from policy and local agencies to secure the financial future of eCare

8. Detailing of local costs to give clarity of on-going costs to DSPs of supporting eCare – also level of commitment from DSP to supporting eCare.

9. Detailing of local funding to recognise that some DSPs may cease to function effectively without additional funding being provided.

10. An assessment of how/if the technical infrastructure is delivering value-for-money
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Local profiles should be established to understand where eCare can add
the most value and demonstrate benefits quickly

Other areas where action is required (having a red status) are:

Approach & Business Change

The current approach to delivering the eCare programme needs to be updated to include:

11. A holistic view as to what eCare will/can deliver with timescales. This should also show what will not be delivered and communicated outwards.

12. Recognition that data sharing has been successfully delivered locally without direct eCare involvement. This should be a valid approach, as long as
national data standards are met and the local MAS has the ability to connect to a national solution if required.

13. A tripartite approach to delivery is required through policy, eCare and local teams.

14. Recognition that one size does not fit all, as all DSPs have differing requirements – local success profiles should be defined.

eCare Applications

In focusing on meeting deliverables the eCare technology platform must be assessed to:

15. Provide options for meeting business requirements through more rapidly adoptable approaches. e.g. CPM or referrals instead of full SSA.

16. Coordinate the development and procurement of adapters (including the option of only supporting a ‘cut-down’ data set in future) to obtain best value
across DSP implementations.

Business Requirements

This review has identified business requirements at a high level. An approach has been defined allowing for linkage from policy through business and to
technology, with a input from local parties. Further work is required to:

17. Implement the recommended approach.

18. Validate the high-level business requirements.

19. Define more detailed business requirements.
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The central eCare programme must understand each data sharing
partnership’s commitment and ability to deliver

Areas where action is required (having an amber status) are:

Policy Requirements

20. Policy areas need to take lead on delivery to define requirements, and manage these through effective governance.

Organisation & Suppliers

21. A review of how the current reduction in funding is impacting on data sharing managers, the ability of data sharing partnerships to function and the
impact on adoption of eCare is required.

22. Assurance must be given that the appropriate central technology governance is in place for the programme board and technical design authority
(TDA).

Technology Requirements

23. Technical requirements must be validated against the business requirements for both core and policy applications’ requirements.

Support & Communications

24. Communications strategy must be finalised and managed with the appropriate resource.

25. Change management process must be transparent and effectively communicated to relevant stakeholders

Operations (Business-as-Usual)

26. An operational plan for maintaining BAU around each policy area is required.

These actions are shown in the key actions and recommendations (T-map) on the next page with the short-term actions linked by the numbers above.
This shows the key priorities along with indicative timescales.

The delivery principles shown in section 1.7 detail why the eCare programme approach must change, how delivery must be business led, the
responsibilities for delivering outcomes and the approach for mapping requirements.
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eCare must be able to communicate clearly what it is achieving with
transparency around governance and financial management

Recommendations

1. Based on the findings captured herein and defined actions, re-affirm the mission and goals of the eCare programme:

a) Establish a holistic view of the programme that can be effectively communicated to all stakeholders.

b) Define a clear business case with short, medium and long-term goals and use this to make a firm go/no go decision within 6 months.

c) Obtain genuine commitment from policy, data sharing partnerships and agencies to use eCare over the next 3 years.

2. Create a measurable Delivery Plan to provide focused delivery:

a) To include clear business objectives, accountabilities, timescales with benefits realisation within 6 months.

b) Prioritise activities to balance delivering new policy objectives with operational needs and funding.

c) Review delivery capability, capacity and approach of existing teams (policy & eCare linked to joint local delivery).

A draft high-level overview of the proposed contents has been included in section 1.6 (Change Areas & Actions).

3. Re-focus policy support; align governance structures to policy and eCare programme to support delivery:

a) Operationalise strategy to include clear outcomes, accountability and measures for joint working between policy teams and eCare.

b) Have clear provision of adequate management information for governance bodies to enable decision making.

c) Align eCare delivery to support policy driven business change, with demonstrable benefits delivered within 6 months.

4. Create a plan to effectively communicate with and support all stakeholders:

a) To build trust with customers that demonstrable improvements are being made – benefits delivery and value-for-money.

b) To be effectively able to manage and resolve issues in a transparent fashion.

5. Define how eCare relates to other Scottish Government data sharing programmes:

a) To have an awareness of the wider Government (e.g. eHealth, Local Government, Policing, etc.) information sharing context within which
the eCare programme resides, and to adapt and update the eCare roadmap accordingly in the future.

eCare: Recommendations
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There are five key drivers of success that differentiate successful
programmes from those that deliver lacklustre results
Key Factors

Effective change management, governance and organisational alignment are critical to achieving successful outcomes.

eCare – Key Findings: Delivery Principles
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Delivering business change across multi-agencies is complex. The less
predictable nature of the outcomes must be managed appropriately

Complexity of Change

Because eCare was originally perceived as
technology programme it was assumed that
the predictability of outcome was high. The
reality is that eCare is actually a business and
multi-agency transformation programme,
delivering to 14 DSPs, and the multi-agency
environment adds a complexity that needs to
be addressed with frequent delivery and
project reviews to maintain ownership and
progress.

The diagram on the right highlights this - as
the focus for change shifts from technology, to
business and multi-agency transformation.
Due to the multi-agency aspects the
predictability of outcomes decrease, unless
the programme is well structured and
organised to deliver in this complex change
environment.

eCare – Key Findings: Delivery Principles
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Some benefits will be derived through
improvement of the basic technology
platform. These can be leveraged
through simplification and
standardisation of technology-
dependent processes.

Robust governance is required to
support benefits realisation. This is
particularly relevant as significant
engagement is required beyond the
core eCare team.

The following slide outlines how
requirements need to be clearly defined
and articulated to local delivery partners
so that benefits can be monitored and
realised.

Benefits

To improve the delivery of desired outcomes, eCare and its associated
policy areas need to recognise that business change must be led by policy
and enabled by the technology

eCare – Key Findings: Delivery Principles
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20% Policy: Business & Process
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50% eCare: Technology

*Delivered by policy, local and
eCare tripartite teams
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Successful programme delivery must be recognised at all levels:
policy, business and technology

What does a successful outcome for eCare look like?

Whilst eCare in its current state is primarily a technology platform that
provides standards and best practice, it will be ultimately be judged by the
successful delivery of outcomes of the policies that it supports and by the
difference that it makes to practitioners and clinicians.

Whilst technical delivery demonstrates that the system is technically fit for
purpose, this by itself is not a sign of success. At this present time the eCare
programme focuses on enabling sites to be ‘technically’ live, and not enough
on the ‘bigger picture’ of improving practices and processes.

A change in approach is required to allow for eCare to be a success across
all levels. This will encompass:

1. Joint working across policy delivery, eCare and local implementation
teams.

2. Benefits realisation that is linked to all aspects of business change and
technology delivery.

3. Recognition of appropriate funding and support mechanisms for roles
such as data sharing managers (DSMs).

This must be supported by governance from the policy areas.

As eCare enables only part of the policies, the eCare team must be clear as
to which policy outcomes it supports and where benefits are to be realised.
Currently the focus is too narrow on technical delivery and this will not on its
own deliver the expected policy outcomes.

Local Business
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Linking policy to technology delivery must be managed not only through
business requirements, but with clear objectives for governance & change

Process Change & Managing Requirements

The approach for gathering requirements needs to demonstrate that
there is a clear link from national policy requirements down through
local business requirements to national technology that is enabling local
delivery.

The defined approach is therefore to have a clear business interface
between both national levels. i.e. policy and technology. These
business definitions will exist to so that:

1. Local partners are able to clearly understand what is being asked of
them and how they are being supported by technology.

2. There is a clear linkage from policy to technology with the ability for
effective monitoring and governance around the delivery of
associated outcomes.

The approach to gathering requirements is to use a four stage process
to link policy to technology with business requirements defined within a
framework that allows for local requirements to be integrated and
managed.

Local business requirements must be visible both from above (policy)
and below (technology) and vice versa to allow for effective information
sharing towards delivering outcomes.

It should be recognised that the majority of effort related to requirements
needs to be carried in partnership between policy, local and eCare
teams, as shown on the diagram on the right.
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Clarity is still required around what the term ‘eCare’ means: Many people
are still unclear as to exactly what is ‘eCare’?

The eCare Programme

eCare is the name given to the Scottish Government's multi-agency
information sharing framework which covers, amongst other aspects,
consent, standards, security, procurement, organisational development
and technical issues relating to the electronic sharing of personal data.

eCare has its origins in earlier Modernising Government Fund (MGF)
initiatives, where Public Sector agencies involved in both Community
Care and Children's Services, were encouraged to form partnerships
around the theme of electronic information sharing.

In early 2006, Scottish Ministers' wish to develop this into a Scotland-
wide electronic information sharing framework led to the formation of
14 Data Sharing Partnerships (DSPs), tasked with implementing
eCare.

Geographically, the DSPs are organised around NHS Board areas.
They are made up of those Agencies engaged in providing care and
protection to the citizens of Scotland, including the NHS, the Police
and Local Authority Education, Housing and Social Work Services,
and the Third Sector.

In December 2007, eCare was used ‘live’ for the first time, when the
Outer Hebrides and Ayrshire & Arran DSPs provided Health and
Social Care practitioners with messages about children under their
care who were subject to Child Protection measures. Since then, a
programme of implementation has seen eCare implemented in
Tayside, Borders and Grampian, with plans for further implementation
across Scotland in 2010-11.

eCare – Detailed Review: eCare

Comments

What is eCare? The term ‘eCare’ means a number of different things
to different people. Interpretations include:

• Policy

• Framework

• Technology

• Data sharing

The technology that underpins eCare is known as the eCare
Framework.

The fact that the concept of eCare has been in existance for about 10
years, and in its current form for over 3 years, demonstrates the lack
of consistency about the message that is being communicated about
eCare.

The primary source of information is the Scottish Government (SG)
Website. Whilst this information is acceptable to inform the public, it is
also used as a reference point by central and local government
agencies.

Because of this, stakeholders, including those close to the
programme, struggle to gain a holistic view of what eCare is aiming to
do, what it is achieving, and a perspective of how eCare will actually
deliver improvements to frontline services.
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At a basic level eCare functionality can be broken down into 7 core areas

eCare – Detailed Review: eCare

Functionality

The core functionality that eCare is built on is:

1. Matching/Indexing

The purpose of matching is to create an index entry, to use as reference
point for the sharing of data about an individual. When adding a new
service user to a system, an automated process sends an agreed
dataset through to create a match against the Community Health Index
(CHI). If a match is not automatically found, resolving the linkage may
involve interaction between a matching clerk and practitioners. No
information sharing takes place at this stage.

2. Notifications

Notifications are used so that systems connected to the eCare
Framework are made aware of all relevant changes and occurrences.
These notifications can then form the basis for systems generating
messages to be presented to their practitioners, relating to things like the
status of a match request, any changes made to the MAS, etc;

3. Security and Auditing

The only way that authorised users can access the eCare Framework is
through their existing single agency system. In effect, this means only
those who have been authorised to access for example a social care
system for a Local Authority, or a health system for a Health Board, will
be able to view a shared record. eCare also has the facility to audit all of
those accessing shared records.

4. Viewing

When a new service user appears on a practitioner’s case-load they will
have the ability to view details shared from another agency’s system,
associated with that client, if they have been successfully matched. This
could include demographic details, associated people and practitioners,
or more complex items, such as assessment forms or care plans;

5. Consent and Disclosure

When service users on a practitioner’s case-load require multi-agency
involvement, practitioners can share information. This is done by
triggering the disclosure of information to the eCare Multi-Agency Store,
which is done where appropriate consent has been obtained, or when a
legislative imperative motivates the sharing of data;

6. Forms

Forms is a generic term for data that is captured in a question and
answer format. The Framework supports single form or multiple forms,
thus accommodating actual differences of procedure across different
local agencies;

7. Processes

These structuring devices, which can be thought of as “folders”, relate to
steps in the assessment and care management process (referral,
assessment, care plan, review, etc.), thereby allowing multiple and
complex pieces of information to be collected, as appropriate to each
individual’s care needs.



eCare has been primarily aimed at enabling data sharing at a local level.
National data sharing is now being targeted but only in one policy area.
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Concepts

In understanding eCare some key concepts are:

• eCare technology is based on a federated model, providing a
managed data sharing platform known as the multi-agency store
(MAS) to each of the 14 data sharing partnerships (DSPs).

• Data sharing for SSA and CPM is discrete within the DSP. i.e.
there is no DSP cross-boundary data sharing.

• iACT technology, supporting GIRFEC, is aimed at a national level.

• iACT is also aimed at making data sharing accessible to other
agencies, such as the third sector, that do not have line of
business (LOB) applications that are directly linked to the eCare
system.

Usage

Uptake of the eCare platform has been slow with figures to date
showing:

• Number of people that have been matched against CHI (by
system): 225,000

• Number of cross system people matches: 2,821

• Number of individuals with a CP warning : 907

• Number of individuals with a Linked Person CP warning: 27

• Number of SSA Forms published: 20

See Appendix B for details
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Section 2: Detailed Review

2.2 Policy Requirements

Policy requirements have been developed through initiatives being taken out
to local agencies. The translation of policies into high-level requirements is
effectively carried out and allows for policy outcomes to be communicated to
local agencies, for example by the Joint Improvement Team (JIT) in
delivering joint working. The engagement of policy areas with the eCare
programme has not provided effective governance and leading on delivery.

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits
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eCare currently supports the delivery of 3 policies: SSA, CPM & GIRFEC.
eCare is only responsible for enabling part of these policies

Supported Policies

The eCare platfrom supports the delivery of three policies:

1. Single Shared Assessment (SSA)

2. Child Protection Messaging (CPM)

3. Getting it Right for Every Child (GIRFEC)

Each of the policies is undepinned by technology that is specfic to the policy, but all
utilise the core eCare framework. This is shown on the diagram on the right.

Additional functionality will follow for GIRFEC above what iACT provides.

(Electronic) Single Shared Assessment

Shared Assessment is a key part of the Government's strategy to improve the outcomes
for people using community care services. It applies to all adult community care groups
and could apply equally to other needs, such as young people at, or coming to, the
transition to adult services.

SSA, through eCare, aims to enable effective engagement between social work, health
and housing professionals, to speed up service delivery and achieve a holistic/outcomes
approach.

eCare – Detailed Review: Policy Requirements
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Child Protection Messaging

eCare supports the sharing of Child Protection information through Child Protection Messaging (CPM). The CPM functions as an immediate
means of alerting relevant professionals to Child Protection activity and as a flag that remains attached to the child's record over the longer term.

The aim is that by connecting to eCare, systems that record child protection information, primarily social care systems, and the systems of
agencies who contribute to the care and protection of children, such as Police, NHS, Scottish Children's Reporter Association, can share relevant
and pertinent information securely.



In supporting 3 policies, eCare needs to manage a collaborative list of
priorities to maximise benefits across all parties
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Getting it Right For Every Child (GiRFEC)

GiRFEC is an approach that aims to improve outcomes for all
children and young people. It promotes a shared approach that works
across all agencies and professions dealing with children. It:

• builds solutions with and around children and families;

• enables children to get the help they need when they need it;

• supports a positive shift in culture, systems and practice; and

• involves working together to make things better.

GiRFEC is the foundation for work with all children and young people,
including adult services where parents are involved. It builds on
universal health and education services, and is embedded in the
developing early years and youth frameworks.

Developments in the universal services of health and education, such
as Better Health, Better Care and Curriculum for Excellence, are
identifying what needs to be done in those particular areas to improve
outcomes for children.

eCare aims to supports GiRFEC through the sharing of the multi-
agency Child's Plan and through the development of technology to
support concern management.

The National Practitioner Forum (NPF) has identified that there are
two significant requirements under GIRFEC These relate to a
requirement to be able to broadcast requests for information to a wide
range of agencies and the requirement for a 'point to point' (P2P)
messaging system.

eCare – Detailed Review: Policy Requirements

Comments

The task of defining how policy outcomes could be delivered and
relating these to business requirements in a consistent way is
challenging. Translating policy typically requires subject matter
experts (SMEs) and practitioners to define what the business
requirements are and the implications associated with them.

Because policy areas have different approaches, there is currently
no consistent template that policy areas are able to work with. A
consistent framework is therefore needed to manage requirements.
eCare needs to define this approach along with understanding what
those requirements are that are directly relevant to eCare.

A balanced list of priorities needs to be established between
stakeholders so that the eCare team understands the priorities along
with the policy areas: understanding what are the best options to
implement from a technology perspective.

The coming together of these sets of information will allow
identification of priorities between parties. Local priorities can be
introduced to support delivery by local agencies linked to a clear
understanding of policy and technology priorities
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The policy areas must focus on defining strategic requirements to allow
clear linkage to business requirements

Policy Outcomes
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Business Requirements

Policy requirements are
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Outlined is the relationship
between policy, business
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The difference between
national and local level
requirements must be
recognised.

The diagram on the right
outlines how technical
requirements are driven
by both the national and
local business
requirements and the
requirements gathering
approach must
accommodate this.

eCare – Detailed Review: Policy Requirements
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The approach required to define requirements should be conducted at
three levels with iterative development between business and technology

eCare – Detailed Review: Policy Requirements

Timescales for Developing Requirements

Outlined are relative timescales for developing policy, business and technical requirements. It has been recognised that the defining of
business requirements should only start once the full implications of the policy are understood. It is expected that there will be a stage at
which this is done concurrently.

Business Requirements

Policy Setting/Requirements

Technology Requirements

Delivery
Iterations

Time

P
rio

rity

Technology requirements will be defined through both policy
business requirements and local business requirements, especially
when a Pathfinder project is involved. It is therefore expected that
there is likely to be several iterations to bring technology and
business requirements together.

Delivery
Iterations
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The policy requirements for Single Shared Assessment are derived from
meeting outcomes based around community care

Single Shared Assessment (SSA)

SSA is focused on supporting the delivery of Community Care
Outcomes : Putting Individual Outcomes at the heart of Community
Care. The Personal Outcomes Approach is a way of putting the
outcomes that individuals want from services or support at the heart of
our community care assessments, care plans and reviews.

Talking Points is built on two outcomes frameworks, developed
through widespread interactive research with people using community
care services or support, and (separately) carers. This developed
outcomes that are important to service users and important to carers.

Along with this outcome focus, performance measures, the National
Minimum Information Standards (NMIS) and Community Care
Outcomes Framework (CCOF) have been developed.

Community Care Outcomes Framework

CCOF defines an approach based on:

• Experience

• Access

• Carers

• Risk of Admission

• Balance of Care

Requirements for eCare are derived from outcomes that support these
areas.

eCare – Detailed Review: Policy Requirements

National Indicators

The Community Care Outcomes Framework underpins the national
performance framework – 2 measures in the framework are in the set
of 45 National Indicators.

Outcomes which are relevant to eCare include:

• User and carer assessments completed to a national standard

• Care plans reviewed within agreed timescales

• Shift in balance from institutional to ‘home based’ care

• People 65+ receiving personal care at home

• People waiting longer than target for assessment

From these more specific business requirements can be defined.

Requirements

High-level policy requirements include::

• Information Captured in a Single (Joined-up) System

• An Assessment can be shared across systems

• A Care plan can be shared across systems

• Dynamic updating can be done

• Assessment & Care Plan information can be viewed.
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The policy requirements for Child Protection Messaging are focused on
alerting professionals to child protection activity

Child Protection Messaging (CPM)

CPM underpins one aspect of GIRFEC and prior to the its introduction
was a standalone policy with direct support from eCare.

CPM aims to connect systems that record child protection information
(primarily social care systems, within local authorities), as well as the
systems of agencies who contribute to the protection of children
(Police, NHS, SCRA etc.) via the eCare Framework. As part of this
Child Protection Messaging has been developed.

Requirements

CPM has the requirement that there is an immediate means of alerting
relevant professionals to Child Protection activity and that at a flag
remains attached to the child’s record over the longer term.

The continuing purpose over and above that of an immediate alert is
so that as new professionals join the cross-agency network of
professionals who come into contact with the child, they are aware of
CPM activity. In addition, new children may become linked to a child
who has been the subject of Child Protection activity.

In both contexts, CPM would have a continuing utility as a means of
attracting a professional’s attention to the presence of a Child
Protection dimension in a child’s background story.

eCare – Detailed Review: Policy Requirements

Current Functionality

There are four different Child Protection Messages for a child who is or
has been subject to Child Protection activity. A “primary” Child
Protection Message will always be rooted in a current or past Child
Protection Investigation and / or a current or past Registration. The
relationships are as follows:

• Message 1a: commencement of Child Protection Investigation
(child not on Register); Message 1b: commencement of Child
Protection Investigation (child already on Register);

• Message 2: current Child Protection Registration (where no
Investigation is in process); and

• Message 3: past Child Protection activity (i.e. the child has been on
the Register and / or subject to a CP Investigation at some time in
the past).

There may be a further 2 messages for a Child who is linked to a child
who is or has been subject to Child Protection activity, if appropriate:

• Message 4a: child is linked to a child who is the subject of current
Child Protection Activity (either a Registration and/or Investigation);
and

• Message 4b: child is linked to a child who has been the subject of
previous Child Protection Activity (either a Registration and/or
Investigation).

The messages themselves are split into 7 mandatory areas where
content is either nationally or locally defined.
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The policy requirements for Getting it Right For Every Child focus on
improving outcomes by placing the child at the centre of events

Getting it Right For Every Child (GIRFEC)

Getting it right for every child is a way of working which focuses on
improving outcomes for all children by placing the child at the centre of
thinking, planning and action. Core aspects of GIRFEC are:

• It affects all services that impact on children (i.e. adult services working
with parents/ carers).

• It builds from universal services: moving from crisis intervention to
early intervention

• GIRFEC streamlines processes and uses IT to support best practice
on information sharing.

Components

GIRFEC has 10 core components :

• A focus on improving outcomes for children, young people and their
families based on a shared understanding of well-being

• A common approach to gaining consent and to sharing information
where appropriate

• An integral role for children, young people and families in assessment,
planning and intervention.

• A coordinated and unified approach to identifying concerns, assessing
needs, agreeing actions and outcomes based on the Well-being
indicators..

• Streamlined planning, assessment and decision-making processes
that lead to the right help at the right time.

eCare – Detailed Review: Policy Requirements

Components (cont…)

• Consistent high standards of co-operation, joint working and
communication, where more than one agency needs to be involved,
locally and across Scotland

• A Lead Professional to co-ordinate and monitor multi-agency
activity where necessary

• Maximising the skilled workforce within universal services to
address needs and risks at the earliest possible time.

• A confident and competent workforce across all services for
children, young people and their families

• The capacity to share demographic, assessment, and planning
information electronically within and across agency boundaries
through the national eCare programme where appropriate

Requirements

GIRFEC introduces requirements which include:

• The concept that the practitioner has influence over “who sees
what”

• The need for highly controlled contribution and access to shared
data around the child (Child’s Virtual Shared Record & Plan) based
on a “Case Management” model

•The concept of more targeted communication

• Allowing practitioners to get in touch & identify who’s involved

• Providing controlled access to limited information



eCare and policy areas must have transparency across requirements so
that outcomes are fully supported

Combining Policy Requirements

Within this section policy requirements are outlined at a high level
with more detailed analysis to follow.

Each policy has its own unique requirements that have to be met, but
all of them have a commonality in requiring data to be shared.

The high level requirements that all 3 polices have include:

1. The ability to share data across agencies

2. Access to specific information to be restricted to relevant parties

3. The ability to record how consent has been given.

4. Data to be held in a secure environment

5. Timely access to information at appropriate times

Generic requirements that are also required but not specific to all
policies include:

1. The ability to work in a collaborative manner

2. The ability to send messages (support stateless information).

These high level policy requirements provide a basis for defining the
business requirements.
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Comments

Policy areas must translate requirements into business requirements
that are able to be managed according to strategic and technical
priorities.

To manage multiple policy requirements eCare needs to be able
assess requirements according to:

• Does it impact on the core eCare system?

• Is it needed just for a specific policy? If so, what is the priority in
the context of all policy requirements on eCare?
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Section 2: Detailed Review

2.3 Business Requirements

The translation of policy requirements into business requirements is not
effectively managed at either or national and local levels. A lack of defined
business requirements after more than 3 years, demonstrates not only the
challenging nature of gathering requirements, but also the disjoint between
subject matter experts (SMEs) within policy delivery, local partnerships and
the eCare team.

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits



Business Requirements Overview

Defining Requirements

Because national business
requirements for SSA and CPM do not
exist, gathering this information at a
level that is appropriate for mapping to
technical requirements is challenging.

Local requirements which do exist are
in a number of different formats and
levels of detail.
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GIRFEC Policy

CP MessagingSSA Forms

Core Functional / Technical Requirements

iACT

GIRFEC
Business

Requirements &
Process

CPM PolicySSA Policy

SSA Business
Requirements &

Process

CPM Business
Requirements &

Process

GIRFEC Requirements
have been defined in the
context of the Highland
pathfinder project. This
has developed specific
GIRFEC business
processes.

iACT business
requirements have been
developed through
consultation with
practitioners. These are
clearly defined for
technical development.

A gap exists between
GIRFEC requirements and
iACT delivery. This is planned
to be closed with Phase 2 of
iACT.

Generic CPM requirements exist
only at a high level. Local sources
are Grampian and Lanarkshire.

Generic SSA requirements
exist only at a high level.
Local sources are West
Lothian and Tayside

Current technical
functionality is as specified
by information flows



Initial shared business requirements were gathered through the National
Practitioner Forum
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National Practitioners Forum (NPF)

As a starting point for defining
requirements during this review, the
National Practitioners Forum (NPF)
completed an requirements gathering
exercise. This was done over a period of
3 weeks with selected stakeholders.

The exercise was carried out using
combination of telephone interviews and
face to face meetings using a standard
script to support this activity. In addition a
number of partnerships submitted
business requirements documentation
from previous and current activity for
consideration and analysis.

Due to the limited time available these
requirements are only at a high level.

An output included comparative business
processes for shared information system
support being identified and these are
shown on the right.

Comparative business processes for shared information system support



In addition to NPF requirements, requirements were gathered in Tayside
during a cross agency workshop held with data sharing stakeholders
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NPF Business Requirements

The baseline business requirement areas established by the NPF were:

1. Matching people

2. Posting data

3. Arranging structured data/information

4. Viewing

5. Printing

6. Changing Information

7. Alerting

8. Security

9. Governance

Full details of the requirements are in Appendix B.

Tayside

A workshop was held in Tayside with cross agency data sharing
stakeholders (see Appendix C for list of stakeholders).

The aim of this workshop was to gather requirements at a high level and
this identified a number of issues and requirements. These included:

1. Two levels of sharing are required – communication and sharing of
information.

2. Must be able share information on a multi-agency basis

3. Need matching process to identify people on different systems as
one.

4. More Information needs to be shared – not necessarily SSA,
could be referrals. Would like to see basic functionality working of
demographic data

5. Want to see specific access for individuals. i.e. granular access

6. Must be able to find out who is involved as a professional and be
able to contact them.

7. Would like to have information updated into line of business
applications.

8. Need to be alerted to significant events on a multi-agency basis.

9. Would like system to flag up when there has been significant
levels of cross agency interaction with an individual.

The workshop took place over 3 hours and included discussion about
the perceived lack of strategic vision from central government for data
sharing.

Comments

Due to the limited time for both the NPF requirement gathering and
the workshop with Tayside data sharing stakeholders the business
requirements gathered are at a high level. They are however quite
consistent and allow for establishing a baseline of what the eCare
platform is required to support.



Child Protection Messaging (CPM) Business Requirements were
reviewed from the work done in Grampian

CPM Business Requirements

At present a number of partnerships share child protection information - 3
partnership areas are currently sharing child protection messages using the
national framework whilst one partnership has developed their own CPM
system.

The business requirements for child protection messaging nationally relate
to developing an agreed set of standards which underpin the 4 main types
of child protection messages which can be shared between partnership
agencies.

Grampian User Requirements

Grampian has defined user requirements for CPM (version 1.1 –
26/3/2008). These outline the CPM requirements but do not detail the
definition of the requirements for data matching or adapter development.

The requirements are broken down into areas of:

1. General

2. Viewer

3. Addressees

4. Matching

5. Message Text Standards

6. Consent & Disclosure

7. Security

8. Data and Record Retention
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Comments

CPM requirements have provided live evidence of a number of the
high level requirements of the eCare framework being met.

The business requirements are therefore reasonably well formed as
the system, where it has been deployed, is already delivering what has
been asked. More detailed work is needed with practitioners to identify
lower level requirements to meet specific needs.

Limited timescales have not permitted further analysis to be done, but
Grampian user requirements could form a basis for developing
requirements at the both policy and technical business requirement
levels, consistent with the 4 level requirements definition proposed in
this review.

The core requirements define events that take place when child
protection activity occurs – specifically which type of message is sent
(CPM type 1 to 4b).

Requirements are defined as desired, optional or essential The core
requirements listed are consistent with those gathered by the NPF with
some more specific detail around CPM requirements.

Lanarkshire

Lanarkshire does not use the eCare Framework, but has implemented
CPM locally and also has defined business requirements that can be
used for more detailed analysis.

.



Getting it Right For Every Child (GIRFEC) business processes have been
defined by Highland. iACT requirements are detailed but not fully aligned

GIRFEC Business Requirements

GIRFEC policy requirements and business processes have been
developed through the Highland Pathfinder project over the last 3 years.
This has related to the whole of GIRFEC policy implementation.

iACT, which enables communication at a national level to support
GIRFEC, has been developed in consultation with practitioners across
areas, but with limited engagement with Highland.

Highland Pathfinder Project

The Pathfinder project has defined GIRFEC business processes to
support the policy and whilst recognising that the eCare framework
exists, is technology agnostic.

The core documentation that exists is:

• GIRFEC Business Requirements (version 1.02 - 27/4/2010)

This document is used as a basis for investment in technical solutions
for GIRFEC and details areas including:

• Demographics

• Concern Forms

• Chronology

• Child’s Plan

• Control & Consent

Business Processes are defined around these areas.
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iACT

As iACT is still in development the business requirements have not
been fully validated. The iACT documentation relating business
requirements to functional requirements that exists is:

• General Business Requirements (version 1.1 – 29/10/2009)

• Functional Requirements –Catalogue (version 1.0 – 10/12/2009)

These documents define clearly the link between each of the functional
and business requirements that iACT must meet. It is expected that
these documents will be updated to reflect the additional enhancements
to iACT once phase 1 is completed and phase 2 is defined.

Comments

The major concern for eCare and GIRFEC is that iACT has not had any
significant testing (UAT) from a client, due to Highland not deploying
iACT and it being unclear as to who else might.

A proportion of benefits of iACT will only be seen once it is deployed
nationally so there needs to be at least 2 clients and preferably
significantly more.



Single Shared Assessment requirements were based on work being done
in West Lothian
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SSA Business Requirements

West Lothian has developed business requirements for shared
assessment (May 2010 version 0.3) with input from over 70
stakeholders.

The requirements are aimed at ensuring joint solutions for multi-
agency assessment, in conjunction with addressing the need for a
core adult assessment within TrakCare Community as part of
eHealth.

In West Lothian, staff currently use paper assessments for nursing
and single shared assessments as well as recording their
contributions to shared assessment in the following systems - CIS
West Lothian and eCare (Vision ware) / SWIFT

The West Lothian requirements detail the assessment workflow at a
high level and describe 4 core requirements and 19 additional
requirements. These core requirements are:

1. The system must allow for information to be stored within
clinically appropriate headings.

2. The system must allow for the electronic completion and storage
of forms.

3. The system should allow for electronic recording of care plans.

4. The system must allow access to interagency store and shared
assessment.

For a full list of requirements see Appendix B.

Comments

Within the limited time available, sources of requirements were
identified, received and reviewed. Some sources have provided a
good level of detail to start to understand which requirements the
eCare framework supports and those it does not. Other sources had
little or no detail.
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Policy areas need to lead on developing business requirements, working
with eCare and local teams to make sure delivery needs are met

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

Business Requirements are not well defined. eCare does
not provide complete functionality to address all
requirements so manual processes still exist.

The high level business requirements that have been identified are taken forward
through joint working between SMEs and eCare to validate and develop detailed
requirements.

There is no transparent way of relating policy
requirements through to technical requirements

The proposed four tier structure which links policy business requirements to technical
business requirements, with the ability to accommodate local needs, should to be
adopted.

Approach taken to developing eCare was to link technical
solutions to policy outcomes without assessing the
business requirements

Policy areas need to lead on developing requirements and the delivery of business to
ensure that needs are being actually met.

Lack of consistency in approach for delivery Require policy, eCare & local tripartite team with agreed approach.

iACT does not support the principles of GIRFEC policy.
iACT does not integrate with LOB applications - so not
keen to deploy.

GIRFEC policy business requirements need to be reconciled with iACT business
requirements so that there is a clear path and timescales to successful adoption.

There is limited link between iACT technical and business
requirements especially since the person fulfilling this
joint role has left.

GIRFEC must ensure that there is business and delivery support for iACT.

eCare – Detailed Review: Business Requirements
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Reducing the complexity of eCare form data sharing functionality must
be seriously considered to improve delivery times

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

Health and social work requirements are
significantly different

Engage with all relevant practitioner/clinician parties to fully understand their unique
requirements and those that are shared

Just need referral functionality - complex SSA is not
required. Want to view information - not just
assessments.

Assess how eCare form data sharing functionality can be reduced to allow for quicker
progress and actual delivery of benefits

Definition of collaborative forms unclear An assessment is made across all relevant stakeholders to understand the type of
collaboration required and balance this with the ease of implementation, so as to focus on
actual delivery.

Need to manage business requirements from
different stakeholders which are often applicable
across multiple technology solutions

Consider establishing a business design authority (BDA) which will co-ordinate and prioritise
business requirements, so that business priorities are managed effectively.

eCare does not replace existing systems, but is
deployed in addition - so benefits are not realised.
Local solutions already exist so eCare does not
deliver significant benefits

eCare needs be able to demonstrate that requirements are being met so that agencies have
confidence that eCare can replace existing systems and local systems are able to be
replaced.

eCare – Detailed Review: Business Requirements
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2.4 Technical Requirements

Technology requirements are reasonably complete and
documented from functional through to technical requirements.
The major concern is that these requirements do not reflect
accurately the needs of users as these have not been effectively
articulated or captured from business requirements.

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits



eCare does have a reasonably detailed technical roadmap and definition
of system functions / business processes

Technology Supported Business Processes

In reviewing technical requirements, the existing functionality is
taken as defined in the Information Flows.

This shows that the eCare functionality can be broken down into the
areas of:

1. Practitioner / system interaction

2. Matching & Indexing

3. Seeding

4. CHI updates

5. Consent & Disclosure

6. Data sharing

7. Data viewing

8. Collaboration

9. Communication

10. Security management

11. Data correction and deletion

12. Reporting

13. Records Management

Technical documentation exists to support functionality around these
areas.
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eCare Technology Roadmap

A draft technical roadmap exists providing an overview of
documentation detailing the plans for the technical services (and
architecture) that support the eCare programme.

The aim of the technical roadmap is to :

• Provide guidance on when changes should be made to the
technology

• Provide information to enable the programme to make decisions
associated with the technology services in support the programme

• Show the relationship between business drivers and technical
drivers on the technical services

The roadmap outlines eCare’s approach to managing and delivering
the technical requirements. The current technical roadmap scope is
however hampered by the lack of business requirements.



Data granularity and collaborative forms require clearer definitions so that
requirements and complexity are understood.

Matching of Business Requirements to technical analysis

The technology supporting the eCare platform provides a flexible
framework for supporting the majority of requirements that are asked of
it. It has been designed as an extensible messaging and collaboration
platform and is able to adapt to the majority of needs.

Data Granularity

A major concern expressed by users is that eCare does not support the
sharing of data at a granular level, e.g. if social work wants to share
specific data with health, but not the police, eCare does not currently
support this. Currently all information is shared equally and there is no
discrimination between agencies.

Collaborative forms

Another area requiring clearer definition is how collaborative forms
work. Large numbers of stakeholders are confused as to (a) whether
eCare supports collaboration, and (b) how collaboration works.

The latest status shows that: ‘It should be noted that while Fully Multi-
Agency collaborative forms is currently a technical capability of the
eCare Framework, most adapters connecting systems to the
Framework do not support this function, and it is unclear whether some
applications support this function. In addition, its usage is currently
restricted until information governance models exist to support this
capability.’

This constraint needs to be communicated effectively to relevant
stakeholders.
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Comments

Technical documentation is clearly written and defines what the
technical requirements are for all areas.

The major concern with the technology is that whilst the current
technical requirements are clearly defined, the business requirements
that are being supported for SSA and CPM are not.

Te
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The technical requirements of the platform in the future must be
assessed in-line with the financial implications.

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

Platform does not support granularity of data
sharing

Assessment is made of how critical this functionality is through a revised technology
roadmap aligned to an updated business plan.

Collaborative form functionality is unclear Clear expectations are set as to what collaborative forms can and cannot do. This is
communicated out to stakeholders with any relevant timescales.

eCare – Detailed Review: Technical Requirements
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2.5 Governance

The eCare programme board currently does not function in an
effective way. Whilst the board has terms of reference, it appears to
be unclear as to what the immediate aims of eCare are, how the
board is able to conduct effective decision making and how
decisions are implemented and tracked with clear objectives,
responsibilities and timescales.

A lack of visibility of programme finances combined with an
aspirational business plan means that the programme board lacks
some of the fundamental points of reference for governing the
programme.

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits
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The eCare programme board met six times during 2008, four times in
2009 and has not met in 2010

Board Meetings

Outlined above is the frequency at which the eCare programme board
has met.

The board first met in August 2007 and last formally met towards the
end of 2009. A workshop was held in February 2010 with senior
stakeholders.

In 2008 the board met 6 times – this decreased to 4 times in 2009.

Data Sharing Organisations & eCare

A letter from Tom McCabe (Minister responsible for Public Service
Reform and Efficient Government in 2006) was sent out to Local
Authority Chief Executives, NHS Chief Executives and Chief
Constables on the 12 January 2006.

This outlined details of data sharing and standards including the
setting up of the National Data Sharing Forum and Data Sharing
Partnerships .

These were the organisations set up to support the delivery of data
shared enabled policies and therefore crucial to the success of eCare.

2007 201020092008

Workshop

eCare – Detailed Review: Governance

Comments

The current eCare programme started in 2006. The programme
board did not meet until mid-2007 and the business case was not
completed until later in 2007.

Whilst the board met frequently throughout 2008 and 2009, and
reviewed issues such as progress, spend against budget and risks,
it does not appeared to have debated some of the fundamental
questions about the objectives of the programme. i.e. whether the
programme was delivering value-for-money or had the potential to.

There was a lack of a clearly defined business plan, benefits
realisation strategy and definition of what successful outcomes
were for eCare.

This meant that there was no benchmark or data to put into
perspective how well the programme was delivering against plans
and more importantly how effective decisions made by the
programme board were at measurably improving outcomes.
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The eCare programme board is only directly responsible to one policy
area out of the three to which it notionally delivered

The eCare Programme Board

Currently the primary responsibility for governance of the eCare
programme is through the programme board.

The eCare board consists of representatives from:

•NHS (Chair)

•Society of Local Authority Chief Executives (SOLACE)

•Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland (ACPOS)

•PIOD (SSA)

•eHealth

•GIRFEC

•Efficiency and Transformational Government Division

with additional representatives including:

•eCare Programme Delivery (Programme Manager)

•Technical Design Authority

The more recent implementation of iACT has been responsible to
delivering to the iACT board which has funded this specific
development, and is therefore not managed through the eCare
board.

Previous delivery of functionality supporting SSA and CPM has had
no policy client to deliver to and funding has been direct to eCare.

eCare – Detailed Review: Governance

eCare Programme

Board

iACT Programme

Board

Technical

Design

Authority

(TDA)

eCare Delivery

GIRFEC BoardSSA CPM

Representation Direct Report
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Governance must be aligned at the policy, programme and local levels.
eCare needs strategic support from eHealth.

Governance

One of the key issues for eCare is managing the governance aspects
associated with the programme. This refers to not only the direct
governance by the eCare board but also to delivery areas of policy,
and local implementations through DSPs.

Policy

Since the eCare programme was set up, the programme board has
not reported to the boards responsible for SSA and CPM policy. So
until the recent introduction of GIRFEC, from a governance point of
view eCare has had no direct formal relationship with its client policy
areas beyond their partial representation on its own board.

The approach taken by GIRFEC has been different in that not only
has GIRFEC directly funded the work for iACT, there has also been
an iACT board that reports directly to the GIRFEC board.

Local Governance

The eCare team recognise that understanding and managing
governance at a local level is a key part of successfully enabling
policy through eCare.

The programme continues to assess the state of local governance
across DSPs (Analysis of responses to letters to DSPs - Dec 2009)
and recognises that there are varying needs across the country along
with challenges around funding and clarity as to the way forward.

eCare – Detailed Review: Governance

Comments

Having no real ‘client’ to deliver to for SSA and CPM has resulted in a
lack of sense of ownership for the policy areas and no financial
control over achieving deliverables at an agreed cost for the client.

Local governance continues to be a challenge with DSPs having to
be engaged and managed whilst being at different levels of
implementation of eCare. Working through a multi-agency
environment at a local level is challenging, at a national level it is
imperative that governance follows best practice to manage the
complexity.

There appears to be limited support from eHealth for the eCare
programme, and the good intentions from 2007 have not been
translated into joined up strategies for the programmes. There is
some linked working at a technical level, but it is imperative that
eCare and eHealth work more closely together.

eHealth

eCare needs to be strategically aligned with eHealth so that both
programmes can function in a co-ordinated way.

In 2007 there was a joint eCare/eHealth Strategic Statement which
outlined how the broad strategy of the two programmes would
integrate: strategically, operationally and in terms of governance.

eHealth does has senior representation on the eCare programme
board. eCare does not have representation on the Health board.
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The eCare board’s ability to govern has been inhibited by lack of
information and no visibility of the delivery progress of its decisions

Terms of Reference

The eCare programme board has defined terms of reference including areas
of responsibility.

The remit of the eCare Programme Board shall be to provide a decision-
making forum for strategic consideration of all aspects of the eCare services,
and to oversee the implementation and operation of eCare services across
Scotland..

In April 2009 the terms of reference for the board were updated and there
was at this point recognition then that there was no clarity as to whom the
Board is responsible It was suggested that the board is responsible to the
Strategic Board and Cabinet and suggested that the programme should
provide update reports to the Strategic Board.

The remit of the eCare programme was then seen as:

• To enable the implementation of a framework for the sharing of sensitive
personal data securely;

• To make available to local partners the capability for Child Protection
Messaging, SSA and to allow local partners to use the infrastructure for
similar agree functions;

• To support policies on SSA, GiRFEC and early years, in line with
commitments made to those policy areas;

• To explore the scope for wider use of the framework, as directed by the
Board for individuals who require multi-agency intervention.

eCare – Detailed Review: Governance

Elements upon which successful implementation of the eCare
Programme depend are defined as:

Capability – Adoption of the eCare Framework;

Ways of Working – the Assessment & Care Management Process
for adult services, Child Protection procedures, and the emerging
Getting it Right for Every Child Principles;

Governance – effective links to Local and National Governance
over the policy areas/partnerships being supported;
influencing/encouraging adoption of good governance principles;

Organisational Change – redesigned processes and procedures,
practitioners have access to systems, systems have been rolled-out
to fully-trained practitioners.

Comments

Whilst the eCare board has a remit and terms of reference, it is
unclear as to how well these are understood and acted upon.

The key elements identified for a successful implementation of the
programme are right, but the current framework in place is not
effective at delivering these objectives.

So whilst some of the fundamentals for the programme are good and
the principles of governance are correct, there are a number of areas
that need revising to allow for effective execution.
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The eCare programme has no formal benefits realisation strategy or
ability to assess how it is delivering benefits and to whom

Measuring Progress

The eCare programme has limited ways of measuring progress beyond
delivering technical solutions with few performance indicators. Benefits
tracking / realisation is very limited.

Benefits Realisation

The key goal of the programme must be to deliver tangible business and
policy benefits. This is recognised and it has been identified in work to date
that there are specific benefits in relation to care and protection.

These can be summarised under four main headings:

• Benefits to citizens

• Benefits to practitioners

• Benefits to agencies

• Benefits to the Scottish Government

Realising these benefits is particularly crucial as more complex cases are
managed in the community, and the requirement for a multi-agency solution
to meet service user needs becomes even more important.

The programme requires a benefits realisation plan that tracks benefits
across technology, policy and local delivery, also ensuring that benefits are
not double counted.

Comments

It can be argued that the remit of the eCare programme is purely to
support the delivery of policy through technology enablement and
therefore eCare should only be responsible for seeing that
technology solutions are ‘live’ and fit for purpose. i.e. it is the
responsibility of the policy areas to ensure that outcomes are met,
once the technology is in place.

The reality is that in order for eCare to be seen as successful it
must be able to demonstrate benefits being delivered and those
benefits being attributable to the eCare programme.

The implication of this being that eCare benefits realisation needs
to be managed in conjunction with the policy areas so it can
understand that successful outcomes have been achieved and
measured.
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Benefits Profiles

Each benefit should have a profile defined and should ensure that it
is able to be:

• Described – what it is?

• Observed – verifiable differences pre and post implementation

• Attributed – Is this benefit attributed to eCare?

• Measured – How and when will the benefit be measured?
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eCare needs a clear vision of what it is delivering and to have this
governed by the policy areas that it is supporting

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

The definition of what eCare is achieving
beyond ‘supporting policy areas through data
sharing’ is vague.

eCare needs clear vision, statement of intent and roadmap.

Policy governance does not exist for SSA eCare has direct reporting to the policy board for SSA to govern delivery and financial
management

Policy governance does not exist for CPM eCare has direct reporting to the policy board for CPM to govern delivery and financial
management

Benefits not delivered for outcomes and
measures not in place to monitor

Benefits realisation plan is put in place with measures that allow for the effective measuring of
benefits that are directly delivery by eCare and also those where eCare contributes to the
outcomes

‘It took me a year to understand eCare' - eCare
primer information is poor

A holistic view of eCare is required. i.e. a resource that provides a clear reference point to what
eCare can and cannot do, where it is being delivered and where advocates exist.

VFM is not demonstrated to key stakeholders Financial management needs to visible to programme board and aligned to the business case to
ensure that the programme board is able to validate that the delivery of eCare is still viable.

eCare – Detailed Review: Governance
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eCare strategy must be supported by policy areas and eHealth.
A holistic view is needed of how these programmes co-exist

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

Technical management is done by suppliers without central
expertise. Lack of technical expertise on board

The eCare programme must demonstrate how it has appropriate technology
expertise to govern and manage suppliers.

eCare is not currently joined up with Health – there is
therefore a lack of understanding of where SSA should be
delivered to e.g. GPs, A&E, community nurses, etc

eHealth and eCare data sharing need to aligned to one another with a strategic
overview of how they will co-exist in the future. eHealth needs to be fully engaged
with the delivery of eCare.

There is not buy-in/sponsorship from senior management
such as Chief Executives in many agencies

Whilst some local agencies recognise the importance of data sharing, others do not.
Local governance with appropriate stakeholders is key to ensuring that data sharing
continues across agencies, ensuring clients for eCare.

Central decision making is poor, due to lack of effective
information and ability to see decisions executed

There must be clear objectives, responsibilities and timescales associated with both
strategy and action points from programme board decisions. The board must be
confident that their decisions are able to be actioned effectively.

There is no longer reporting from local delivery partners A reporting structure needs to be re-introduced so that eCare is able to have
visibility across local delivery.

eCare – Detailed Review: Governance
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Section 2: Detailed Review

2.6 Finance

Whilst funding has been forthcoming for the eCare programme,
there has been a limited visibility for the programme board as to
where these funds have been spent. There has been a lack of
financial rigour in ensuring that the programme has been
effective in delivering value for money.

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits
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The eCare programme has spent over £45 million to date with a further
commitment to £15 million.

Financial Summary

The current eCare programme was started in 2006. The financial
information that was made available to be reviewed was from 2006 to
date.

It is recognised that prior to 2006, eCare received funding through the
Modernising Government Fund (MGF) of approximately £15m. Since 2006
the eCare programme has spent approximately £30m with minimum on-
going costs to 2018 for core services of an additional £15m.

Recent Expenditure

A breakdown of major expenditure since 2006 to date is:

Area Expenditure

Consultancy £0.5m

Development £7.2m

Infrastructure £7.6m

Vendor £8.4m

DSP Funding £4.6m

Appliance £2.2m

Total £30.7m
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Data Sharing Partnerships

Included in the total spend, £4.6 million has been allocated directly to
data sharing partnerships over a three year period. These funds were
given on the proviso of building the data sharing partnerships including
the role of a data sharing manager. No specific objectives beyond this
were defined or managed.

In total eCare has committed funds to data sharing of £60million

Comments

A number of contributing factors have led eCare down the route of
exercising a lack of control over its funds:

1. Financial management and control of spend in the central team
appears not to have followed the rules set out for managing
significant sums at the appropriate level within the government.

2. The programme governance did not scrutinise sufficiently financial
spend against delivery.

3. Some individual items are not defined to a granular level as to
ensure value for money.

4. There was limited control of monies passed to DSPs resulting in
limited outputs that were aligned with the national data sharing
strategy and supporting of the eCare programme.
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There is significant cost incurred for the core eCare infrastructure without
detailed information as to what is being provided for the money

Budget

There are on-going costs of approximately £2m to maintain eCare in its
current state. The budget shows significant annual costs for the base
infrastructure (£0.5m) and main support contract (£1.4m). This figure is
expected to rise to £3m per year by 2017/18 as infrastructure costs rise.

Business Plan

The business plan (v 1.3 May 2007) contains very limited financial
information beyond an overview of funding required to maintain eCare
going forward.

There is no detailing of expenditure and there are no objectives or
benefits that are specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time
bound (SMART).
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Comments

The £2m annual cost per year is to maintain eCare in its current state
without any significant upgrades or development, so a more realistic
figure would be more.

On-going financial management must ensure that there is a clear
breakdown and understanding of what costs are where there are
significant sums in the budget.

Any new or updated business plan must be supported by rigorous
financial information to demonstrate that eCare has a positive net
present value (NPV).

Commitment to Future Spend

A number of items relate to being supplied over a prolonged period.

Description Period Expenditure

eCare 1.1H Managed
Technical Service (MTS)

2008-2018 £10.5m

eCare 1.1H Managed
Technical Service (MTS)

2009 -
2018

£6.6m

iACT Development
Environment (MTS)

2009/2018 £1m

Future expenditure is typically subject to a 6 month notice
period for contracts.

Description Period Expenditure

eCare OLM Development &
Implementation

2007-2009 £2.6m

eCare MAS (MTS) 2006/2007 £1.9m

eCare OLM Licence
Upgrade

2006/2007 £1.3m

Significant Spend

Expenditure items that have had over £1m in commitment are:
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Local partnership costs have been outlined at a high level, yet
partnerships still seem unclear as to what is their financial commitment.

DSP Costs

Outlined below are the costs that eCare have identified as needing to be factored in during
adoption and running of the eCare framework.

Business Improvement. Implementation of the eCare Framework needs to be delivered in the
context of improving outcomes for citizens, realising increased efficiencies. Costs would include
developing and redesigning business processes and requirements, and the need for ongoing
evaluation to support continuous improvement;

“Implementation Services” from providers of commercial products connected to the eCare
Framework. Costs involved in commercial suppliers spending time on-site to support
implementation may incur costs;

Support and maintenance costs for enhanced multi-agency products, connected to the
eCare Framework. Suppliers of systems connected to the eCare Framework are likely to charge
agencies additional costs for the enhanced products required to support multi-agency working;

Funding of the role of eCare Matching Clerk. A role that deals with manual intervention in the
eCare Matching Process is required. This role can be filled in a number of ways, but is a
requirement for sharing through the eCare Framework;

Funding of any ongoing Data Sharing Partnership roles. A post of Data Sharing Manager
was funded by the Scottish Government between 2006-09. This central funding is no longer
available, so the resource to co-ordinate efforts towards implementation of eCare has to be
funded locally; and

Funding of the connection of additional systems to the eCare Framework. eCare has paid
for the connection of systems to the eCare Framework, to date. This funding model is no longer
sustainable, with local benefits-driven business cases needing to be developed to support
technical connection to the eCare Framework.

eCare – Detailed Review: Finance

Comments

As with a number of areas of eCare, there is a
high level structure in place aimed at delivering
useful information to partnerships and
stakeholders.

Unfortunately this information is not effectively
communicated and supported so that local
agencies are unclear as to their financial
commitment going forward. Agencies are
therefore unhappy to commit to a programme
that the financial implications are unclear and the
benefits cannot be easily seen.

It was proposed in 2008 that a priced menu of
services for public sector organisations wishing
to connect to the eCare Framework, negating the
need to establish their own contracting
arrangements be established. There is no
evidence of this being adopted.
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The lack of visibility of financial information to the programme board
means that the board has not been able to determine if the programme
is viable

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

Programme board members do not have visibility of
current finances

The programme board must be able to see and understand the programme’s budget and
spend to be able assess progress against financial commitment.

eCare has spent about £25m since 2006 and is
committed to spending £40m.

An updated business case must demonstrate that the spend is delivering Value for Money.

Local funding & finance is not clear going forward A plan to address how DSP can continue to support eCare as client must be linked to
understanding funding that is likely to be available locally and nationally. This will impact on
the ability as to what and where eCare can deliver.

There is a lack of demonstrable commitment to the
eCare programme by policy areas and agencies.

Agencies must start to appreciate the value that eCare is delivering in a financial context.
The funding approach to eCare must be reviewed with the possibility of DSPs/agencies
committing funds to realise value.

Funding is direct to eCare rather than policy areas
for SSA & CPM

iACT development is funded by GIRFEC. In a similar way delivery of SSA & CPM should be
funded from the policy areas and not directly to eCare.

eCare – Detailed Review: Finance
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Section 2: Detailed Review

2.7 Communications

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits

The ability to gain a holistic view of eCare is seen as challenging and the
ability to effectively communicate between all stakeholders is key. Information
needs to be updated to provide an engaging vision and meaningful
description of what eCare actually does.

On the positive side, when the central eCare is working with DSPs to make
sites ‘live’ feedback is good about how well the team engages and provides
support.
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A communications strategy is being developed and the current document
provides a solid basis for developing an effective plan

Communications Strategy

A draft communications strategy exists to start discussions to lead to the
development of a strategic overview of how communications between
the Programme Team and the 14 Data Sharing Partnerships and key
national agencies, will be managed. Key messages have been identified
which define the areas to focus on.

Review Areas

The communication strategy recognises the need to strengthen links
between communication and governance including updating the agreed
format for written updates to governance boards and a more rigorous
and transparent approach to decision making, issue and risk
management, and progress reporting .

There are a number of other areas that will be reviewed including:

• Ensuring much more regular telephone and face-to-face contact

• The use of SharePoint

• The current Scottish Government website eCare pages

• Policy and technical digests

• Newsletter

It is recognised that each DSP may have their own communication plan
and the central communication strategy plan does not seek to either
replicate or replace the local plan.
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Comments

The 2007 Concordat between Central and Local government
loosened the link between central provision of technology to local
government and made it even more imperative that eCare
communicates effectively with local partnerships with channels to
allow for two way communication.

One of the main challenges for eCare is being able to get feedback
from partnerships as to what is working well and what needs to be
adjusted to see actual success on the ground. This feedback will not
just come from one area but will include:

• Policy

• Practitioners

• DSP members

Clear channels therefore needs to be established so that
stakeholders are able to address their concerns both formally and
informally to the programme.

Whilst the eCare programme team has engaged with data sharing
partnerships in 2009 to assess their level of interest and commitment
going forward, it is recommended that more detailed consultation is
carried out at a local level with individual agencies to assess the
appetite for using eCare technology. This would be carried out
objectively. i.e. not through the DSPs.
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Stakeholder profiling should be used to identify the needs of each group
and define how to target communications

Stakeholders

The draft communication strategy identifies stakeholder groups and
details how and when to communicate with them. The identified groups
are:

1)The wider programme delivery team and::

• Data Sharing Managers;

• Partnership Improvement and Outcomes Division;

• Safer Children, Stronger Families Division;

• Programme Board; and

• Atos Origin.

2)Efficiency and Transformational Government Division – other related
programmes/Teams within the Division.

3)Wider Stakeholder Groups, including:

• Data Sharing Partnerships;

• Local Authorities;

• NHS Boards;

• Police Constabularies;

• Scottish Government Directorates;

• National Data Sharing Forum;

• National Practice Forum;

.
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Comments

The draft communication plan provides a good foundation for going
forward.

More detailed analysis could be used to assess stakeholders and
establish the level of interest versus influence over the programme

Other National Bodies such as ISD, SCRA, Voluntary Sector
Organisations: Individual Application Vendors; and Service User &
Carer Organisations

4)Scottish Citizens (including Service Users & Carers)

The communication plan includes audience, key messages,
purpose, medium, frequency and deliverer.
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Two way communication channels need to be visible to stakeholders
showing that the information received has been acted upon

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

There is not clarity around what eCare is currently
doing.

A clear view of needed as to what eCare is achieving through both a holistic view and on-
going communications defined through the communications strategy.

Communications especially to/from data sharing
managers needs to be improved

In updating the communications strategy DSP communications must be evaluated and
updated to address any major deficiencies.

No visibility of progress when vendors implementing
adapters

Local agencies need to be kept informed as to what happening with delivery of adapters and
connectivity to the eCare framework.

eCare central team is designated as a central hub
for communications, but needs to be better
managed .

Updated Communication strategy

eCare – Detailed Review: Communications
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Section 2: Detailed Review

2.8 Approach & Business Change

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits

The complexity associated with delivering change through the originally
envisaged model was underestimated and the programme was primarily
technology led. Ensuring that the programme is business led at both national
and local level, with suitable technology input ,is a must.

This requires recognition from the policy areas that policy is responsible for
leading the business change agenda so that it can be delivered by local
agencies and enabled by eCare technology.



Policy and eCare implementation teams need to jointly manage the
business change with a suitable commitment to resourcing from both

Current Approach – SSA & CPM

The current approach to delivering SSA and CPM has evolved from the principles
of taking policy and delegating the eCare programme with the task of delivering
the technology and associated business change.

From interviews with stakeholders, it appears that the eCare programme has
managed some business change in the past, but as pressure has increased to
deliver tangible benefits, the programme has focused more on delivering
technology and had less time and resource to manage business change.

Initially there was a lack of recognition of the complexity of the programme or a
realisation that the programme should primarily be a business change programme
that was enabled by technology.

The diagram on the right highlights how the proportion of resource and effort
needs to be focused primarily on business change. The lack of recognition of this
fact, has meant in the past that policy implementation teams have not led as much
as they should have done.
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Policy

Business

Technology Change

Change Elements and Proportions

Business

Desired StatePast State

Comments

Focus needs to given to delivering a business change programme that is
enabled by technology. This requires joint working through policy, eCare and
local teams to deliver a tripartite approach with a focus on benefits realisation
and ultimately policy outcomes.

The ultimate responsibility for delivering business processes that enable
policy and are supported by technology must lie with the policy team. This
must be recognised.



The approach to delivering eCare to date has not followed best practice in
managing a programme and some improvements are needed
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Current Planning

The current planning process manages a number of aspects including:

• Technology Delivery

• Co-ordination of DSPs

• Financial Planning

• BAU, hot fixes and maintenance

• Integration with new agencies

• Deployments and new implementations

With the wide variety of projects being delivered in the eCare programme,
rigour is needed to ensure that delivery of change is managed whilst
continually updating and running the systems and services that are in
place.

GIRFEC

The GIRFEC team has recognised that the policy implementation needs
to be business led and have focused on defining business change
processes, through the Highland Pathfinder project, before starting to
detail the technology solution.

Whilst there is recognition by Highland that eCare is the preferred
solution for data sharing to support the national agenda, it is open to
looking at other solutions that may meet its business needs as a better
fit.

The GIRFEC approach recognises that there are 3 main areas of
change associated with the delivery:

1. Cultural Change: Learning together, co-operating, children at the
centre

2. Systems Change: Streamlining, simplifying, improving effectiveness

3. Practice Change: Appropriate, proportionate and timely help, shared
materials, tools, protocols

Systems change is only one element of three and, as Highland have
shown, most aspects of GIRFEC can be implemented without the initial
involvement of eCare or significant technology change.

Implementation Plan & Reports

An implementation plan exists that allows for an overview of current
tasks and progress. Reports have detailed to board where eCare
implementations are being taken forward and progress around them.

Comments

The approach taken by GIRFEC whereby the policy area has led the
implementation on the ground and is then working to deliver a
solution that is funding (iACT) to meet business requirements is the
model that should be followed for SSA and CPM.

The list of tasks to manage is complex and the implementation plan
provides a good overview of what is happening. Those tasks which
require significant commitment from the central eCare team should
aim to be managed from a resourcing perspective, so that the team
can start to prioritise and deliver benefits more quickly.



The delivery of projects must be managed in the context of resource
commitment from not just eCare, but also policy and local areas

Project Delivery

Management of the whole eCare programme requires co-ordination and
focus on projects that are identified through use of local profiles to
identify those areas that will see benefits realised most effectively. The
list of immediate projects proposed for the eCare programme are:

eSSA:

• Continue support to live eSSA sites;

• Develop and agree tripartite organisational development model for
eSSA (requires PIOD engagement and consultation with eSSA sites);

• Develop benefits realisation baseline and review model and
implement with Outer Hebrides and Fife (requires PIOD engagement);

• Support Grampian in their benefits realisation over next 6 months
(requires PIOD engagement);

• Support Grampian review of benefits realised against baseline in NHS
Grampian and Aberdeenshire (requires PIOD engagement);

• Implementation of eSSA in Fife, including use of benefits realisation
model (requires PIOD engagement);

• Deeper implementation of eSSA in Grampian DSP, including use of
benefits realisation model (requires PIOD engagement);
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Technology Support to GIRFEC:

iACT:

• Develop and Deliver early implementation tool;

• Deliver tool for national rollout;

• Develop and agree proposed model for implementation of iACT
(requires GIRFEC engagement);

• Implement iACT in 2 sites (requires the lead to be taken by
GIRFEC);

Child's Plan:

• Potential facilitative role to empower main supplier user groups to
ensure that GIRFEC functionality is embedded in Education
systems (2), Social Work systems (3) and Health PMS and MiDIS
(reflecting the implementation priorities identified by GIRFEC);

CPM:

• Continue support to 4 live CPM sites;

• Develop benefits realisation baseline and review model and
implement with 4 live sites (requires CP Policy engagement);

• Consult and secure agreement with CP Policy and CPC Chairs
over the requirements for national CPM and the critical mass of
live DSPs required to deliver benefits (requires CP Policy and
CPC Chairs engagement);

Comments

It must be recognised by the eCare team that the immediate projects to
be delivered represent a significant amount of work as well as having to
manage to business as usual and addressing outstanding issues from
the review. These must be prioritised according to available resources.
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eCare must ensure that local agencies are able to progress delivery at a
rate that meets their needs in supporting local communities

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

There is limited guidance around eCare deployment
in supporting business processes .

Business Process guidance is needed with support for rolling out to practitioners. This will be
defined by policy areas, and linked to benefits realisation.

“eCare took three times the amount of testing and
implemetation than initially estimated”

Defined processes aligned to a framework with estimated timescales need to be
communicated to DSPs.

eCare data format is not flexible - too rigid. eCare
central delivery is not agile enough.

A delivery framework needs to be agreed that supports DSPs that adopt local solutions if
eCare is unable to meet their requirements. Minimum requirements must be recommended
for local solutions.

There is no business case guidance or template
that exists, so it is hard to see benefits

DSPs need guidance as to how they can demonstrate to that benefits will be delivered
through using eCare

“eCare has taken too long to go live”. Delivery was
too large.

eCare must deliver at regular intervals with tangible outcomes being achieved and visible to
relevant stakeholders.

Not all DSPs demonstrate clear commitment to
being able to deliver solutions using the eCare
Framework

The central eCare team must target delivery at those areas which have local support and
resource, e.g. a DSM, to deliver the initial rollout of policy change supported by eCare.

No demonstration sites Demonstration sites with advocates are urgently needed.

eCare – Detailed Review: Approach & Business Change
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eCare must be recognised as a business change programme supported by
technology with appropriate, committed change management resource

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

eCare partnership has paid for delivery, not the
NHS, therefore leading to a lack of ownership by
local NHS

eCare must be able to demonstrate the value that it is delivering through live sites, benefits
realisation and effective communication, as well as managing transfer of ownership to local
communities.

Risk is managed from an external perspective:
internal risks are not assessed sufficiently
Transfer of risk from SG is not sufficient

Risk must be managed more proactively not only through the programme delivery team but
also by the programme board to assess if risk can be transferred more effectively.

Being technically live is not the same as 'business
live'.

eCare deployment is primarily a business change programme, supported by technology -
guidance is needed around the business change resource needed, and to be driven by a
change manager.

PIOD - JIT resources exist for delivery of policy but
this is not joined up to eCare

Policy implementation teams need to be engaged to support joint delivery of policy and
eCare outcomes.

iACT has no end (local / DSP) customer - current
‘customer’ is the central GIRFEC team

SSA & CPM have some local customers, but GIRFEC does not for iACT. There is concern
about iACT not having a frontline customer – convergence of requirements must be managed
as on-going concern.

eCare – Detailed Review: Approach & Business Change
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Section 2: Detailed Review

2.9 Operations (BAU)

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits

Transition from ‘Go-Live’ into business as usual is
supported to a degree, with technical support and a
change management process in place. However once
live, agencies can find future changes hard to
implement and the change management process is
not clearly articulated to users.



The stage review process defines the process of going from
implementation through to going live with reviews at each stage
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Stage 0

Gate 1

Gate 0

Gate 2

Gate 3

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Gate 4

Pre Active
Implementation

Activities

Agreement
between DSP
and eCare to

proceed

Active
Implementation

Testing
Preparation for

Go-live

Cutover to live

Review of Stage 1
Agreement to proceed

to Stage 2

Review of Stage 2
Agreement to proceed

to Stage 3

Review of Stage 3
Agreement to

proceed to Stage 4

Post Go Live
Review

Stage 0 Pre-active
implementation activities

Gate 0 Entering active
implementation

Stage 1 Active Implementation Gate 1 Entering testing phase

Stage 2 Testing Gate 2 Go live readiness

Stage 3 Preparation for go-live Gate 3 Go-live

Stage 4 Cutover to live Gate 4 Post go-live review
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Implementing the eCare Framework

eCare has a clearly defined and well documented process
for making the transition from starting implementation of the
framework to going through to live for DSPs (Stage Review
Process for Data Sharing Partnerships – version 1.1,
October 2009).

This details the stages at which reviews take place to
ensure that there are successful technical implementations.
The reviews are defined in a common format and define
who should attend from across the DSP, deliverables,
criteria, outputs, review criteria and objectives.

The review stages are outlined below.



The stage review process must ensure that a business plan exists and
this should include business change that is supporting the policy

Stage Review

At each stage of the review there exists a checklist to ensure technical
success. The Active Implementation stage (1) includes that there should
be:

• Business case in place

• Benefits realisation plan in place

These key items should therefore exist for all implementations within
DSPs that are at stage 1 or beyond. However, there is little or no
evidence of them in most implementations reviewed.

Change Management

As more sites become live, the importance of effectively co-ordinating
change management needs to be recognised. A change management
processes exists, but users are not clear as to how it operates, when
decisions are made and how items are prioritised.

Support

During implementation support from the central eCare team is perceived
by local partnerships as being good. It is however recognised that there
are limited resources in the team.

This means that post go-live local support staff can feel that support is
not always available.

Day to day technical issues are managed by the technical team.
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Comments

The stage review process needs to be updated to ensure business
change is being delivered in conjunction with the technical
implementation, so that successful delivery can be demonstrated by
practitioners, and ultimately meet policy outcomes.

The current process recognises that a business case and benefits
realisation plan are needed, but there is little evidence that these
actually exist. So whilst the processes are there, they are not being
followed with the consequences that the programme is unable to
effectively manage how it is delivering value-for-money.

Change Management & Support

The change management process needs to be clear to users, and
along with support requests and issues, transparent so that there is a
clear process with prioritisation of issues.

As more sites go-live this should aim to follow an ITIL based service
management approach which allows for both technical and business
issues to be managed and allocated to the relevant people.
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Local agencies must be able to understand the on-going costs of
maintaining a service with the eCare framework for BAU

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

Benefits are not able to be managed in a consistent
format.

The stage review process is updated to integrate with the benefits realisation approach.

After going live with the eCare Framework local
DSPs/agencies do not feel fully supported

The process for transition into business as usual (BAU) needs to be detailed with clear
support options available

Technical support route is not clear. Whilst it is recognised that ATOS provides frontline technical support, this needs to be
communicated more clearly, as people are often unaware who to contact.

Change management process is complicated, not
transparent, lengthy and often does not resolve
issue

Understanding of the change management process needs to be improved.

On-going costs are not transparent Costs need to be detailed for policy areas and local authorities, so that financial planning can
take place around eCare implementation and operations.

eCare – Detailed Review: Operations (BAU)
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Section 2: Detailed Review

2.10 Organisation & Suppliers

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits

The core structure of the eCare management team is appropriate for a
programme of this size. However a lack of delivery capacity to local
customers is seen as being a bottleneck.

The main core technology supplier (Atos Origin) has generally delivered what
has been asked for from a technology perspective. However, there are
concerns by some stakeholders that the central eCare team has not
maintained an appropriate level of technical oversight and representation on
the Technical Design Authority (TDA).
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The eCare delivery team consists of about 20 FTEs of which half are
managed through a technology supplier

Central eCare Team

An organisation chart of the eCare team is shown on the right. This
highlights the structure of the team and how resources are focused for
delivery.

Whilst there is technical and project management resource, there are not
currently dedicated resources aligned to policy areas or specific
technologies for SSA & CPM. There are plans to recruit an OD manager to
provide the link to policy areas and a programme officer.

iACT has its own project manager and development team which has more
of a specific policy focus, but this team has recently lost its team member
who provided the main link between policy and technology.
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Current Core eCare Team

Comments

Because there is a finite amount of resource it is
imperative that the eCare team recognises that
supply of resource versus demand of delivery is able
to be assessed and managed in an effective way.

Balancing commitment to delivery with increased
support for BAU and realising benefits is crucial,
especially over the next 6 months when the team
must focus on clear deliverables.
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The differing requirements of Data Sharing Partnerships needs to be
recognised so that the eCare team can manage relationships accordingly

DSPs

14 DSPs exist, set up to be aligned to health boards. There is a wide
diversity as they range from having a population of approximately 20,000
in Orkney to 1.2 million in Glasgow and Clyde.

A single NHS board can contain from between one and five local
authorities, and each health board and local authority has varying
degrees of technology already implemented and business requirements.
Because of this there have been slight tensions between DSPs in
relation to the national programme compared to the local priorities.

The programme manages the assessment of DSP partner progress for
CPM & SSA and a high level overview with RAG status is available.

Suppliers

The main technology supplier (ATOS Origin) manages the Managed
Technical Service (MTS) and the eCare development pool of 10.5 FTEs.

Governance is through the technical design authority (TDA) and
representatives of the supplier sit on this.

Other core suppliers provide the systems that eCare integrates with and
consequently the adapters – these are discussed in more detail in
Section 2.12 Applications.

eCare – Detailed Review: Organisation & Suppliers

Comments

Managing 14 multi-agency DSPs is a large challenge. The differing
nature of some of the DSPs means that whilst the principles of eCare
are consistent, there needs to be recognition that the programme may
need to adapt to local requirements and governance needs.

The differing state of technology across DSPs require that local
profiles need to be built up, so that eCare can target where it can
deliver the most value in the shortest time. This will also focus on an
individual DSP’s ability to deliver the change programme that eCare
is enabling .

Suppliers

eCare has been set up to deal with one primary technology supplier
(ATOS Origin) using the National Services Scotland (NSS) contract.
The benefit of this is the ease of engagement, the downside is the
lack of market competitiveness once tied into a long-term (10 year)
contract. As eCare is a bespoke platform, all of the risk remains with
the Scottish Government and the eCare programme is effectively
funding a small development house.
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The Data Sharing Manager role is key to ensuring successful delivery of
systems linked to the eCare Framework

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

No clear guidance as to resource required to
implement eCare at a local level.

The delivery framework should include estimated resources needed for local delivery of
policy requirements supported by eCare

Some data sharing manager roles are not
dedicated or do not exist due to funding constraints

Recognition must be given to the importance of the DSM during delivery of data sharing
enabled policies, and funded appropriately either locally or centrally.

Technical management is done by suppliers without
central expertise

eCare must ensure that there is appropriate client-side expertise represented on the TDA.

There are concerns that the current procurement of
adapters is not always delivering best value

National adaptor procurement should led by a consortium from user groups. eCare should
facilitate and provide guidance to assure that efficiencies are made.

eCare – Detailed Review: Organisation & Suppliers
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Section 2: Detailed Review

2.11 Infrastructure

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits

The core infrastructure platform is well specified with
ample capacity and back up to a secondary data
centre. Throughput to date has been very low and no
immediate problems are anticipated.

If eCare was delivering what had been anticipated
then the infrastructure would be appropriate.
However the Scottish Government is paying a
significant annual sum (c£1.6m) for a platform that is
highly over-scaled for current usage.
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The eCare infrastructure is integrated with the National Health Service
network and secure government internet connections

eCare – Detailed Review: Infrastructure

Infrastructure Overview

Shown is a representation of how
the eCare infrastructure is
managed from a network and
connectivity point of view.

Because of the diversity of the
agencies involved in eCare, there
are multiple ways to access the
system: local authorities can
connect via the Government
Secure internet (GSX) and NHS
entities can connect over the
NHS wide area network (N3).

Capacity

An example of current capacity is
that database files for the MAS,
Hub and Matching database will
allocated an initial 22GB of disk
space for each partnership with
10% combined file and log growth
per annum, per database.



The Managed Technical Service (MTS) is well defined and provides the
infrastructure along with the on-going development and support of eCare

Technical Infrastructure

The technology infrastructure is managed as part of the Managed
Technical Service (MTS) which is supplied to the eCare programme.

The service comprises not just the technical infrastructure but 3
additional components:

• Support for the central eCare infrastructure and the application that
forms the framework

• A application development team that is used to analyse, build and
test enhancements to the framework

• An implementation team that provides assistance to the various
eCare partners with implementing interfaces to the eCare framework

At a high level, the scope of the service includes:

• The managed technical service for the final production version of
eCare along with the early implementation sites

• The eCare software including the matching tools and the viewer
utility

The key infrastructure components, such as the Multi-Agency Stores,
are hosted as a Managed Technical Service (MTS) in a Livingston data
centre, as part of the NHS Scotland’s systems integration contract.

The infrastructure comprises the physical components and servers that
host the eCare Framework, and also the network inter-connects (GSX
and N3) required for the sharing of information across NHS Scotland
and Scottish Local Authorities.
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Resilience and Back up

Each layer of the production architecture is resilient, for example:

• GSi wide area network: resilient connection to Livingston and a
single connection to Edinburgh. Border Gateway Routing protocol
provides automatic data centre failover.

• N3 wide area network: resilient connection to Livingston and
Edinburgh. AOA Global Site Selector provides automatic data
centre failover.

• Web zone: resilient SSL termination and load balancer. The server
load balancer selects available web services.

• Database zone: resilient firewalls, and mirrored SQL servers. The
principle databases will be in Livingston and the mirrors in
Edinburgh.

• Storage and backup: storage will be available at each site. Backup
will take place at the Livingston data centre with backup shipped off-
site. Edinburgh will have the facility to restore from backups.

Comments

The current infrastructure is well specified and maintained with
resilience and failover to another data centre and back up to a third
site. Whilst there are some concerns that this level of resilience has
not been needed to date, if eCare starts to deliver what is being
asked at a national level then this will become justified.
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Section 2: Detailed Review

2.12 Applications & Adapters

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits

The eCare index that facilitates data matching, and underpins all
other eCare applications, provides a valuable service. There are
concerns about this functionality remaining fully supported and
meeting required security standards.

The majority of eCare applications integrate with agency line of
business (LOB) applications and each require a data adapter to
be built and aligned with a suitable version of the local application.
The cost and complexity of creating these adapters to integrate
eCare with LOB applications is often proving prohibitive.
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There are concerns about how the eCare framework will be upgraded to
support new security standards as compliance mandates them

Base level Applications

At the core of the eCare Framework the technology that eCare is based
upon is already at least 5 years old. In the intervening period security
standards and technologies have progressed.

Consequently elements of the security standards are falling behind when
compared to current best practices and recommendations. Additionally
elements of the software used to implement the solution are moving
from fully supported to reduced support models.

The combined effect of this will be to move the eCare platform into a
less secure and less than fully supported state. These factors may have
consequent impact on the security risk to the service, the accreditation
processes, the SLA and the associated service delivery contracts.

At some point the discrepancy from the security standards and the
reduction in support models will need to be addressed by an upgrade to
apply new standards and fully supported software. At present there is no
funding or planning to enable this.

Adapter support

The current generation of adapters connecting to eCare have been
funded using existing contracts.

Assuming that at some point in the future the security standards
implemented by eCare need to be modified to reflect latest best practice
this is likely to impact the adapter interfaces and require that the adapters
be modified (with the associated contractual and financial implications)

Comments

There are concerns about the versions of the current software being
run on the eCare platform especially from a security perspective. This
needs to be assessed and provision made for possible upgrades in
the context of core systems, adapters and impact on LOB
applications.

eCare as an Asset

eCare provides a Scotland-wide matching and indexing service. This
capability would be non-trivial to re-create and is an asset potentially
able to be used by multiple consumers within Scottish public service
domain. This service is more than technology, but consists of
standards, processes, relationships and the underlying technical
services.

eCare – Detailed Review: Applications & Adapters



The central eCare technology platform providing matching and indexing is
key to supporting data sharing policy

eCare Applications

The framework and applications that exist for eCare are:

eCare Framework

The eCare Framework is the name given to the technical solution that
supports multi-agency information sharing. It comprises a set of technology
standards, architectures, and software.

eCare Viewer

The eCare Viewer is the way that practitioners will view information held in
the MAS that has been published by a practitioner in another agency. It is
a very simple application that runs within or alongside single-agency
systems. The eCare Viewer is opened-up from within single-agency
systems.

eCare Matching Tools

To effectively manage the matching process two matching tools have been
developed, and are hosted within each DSPs local NHS environment. An
automatic matching tool deals seamlessly with cases where accurate
matches against the CHI can be made.

In the event of an automatic match not being made, a manual matching tool
is used to make matches, based upon intervention by a matching clerk.

Adapters

Provide connectivity between third party line of business applications and
the eCare Framework.
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Comments

The core eCare framework functionality of indexing and matching
is perceived from a technical view as being ‘the crown jewels’ of
the eCare programme. This provides a very solid foundation for
supporting data sharing.

The applications that sit on top of the core provide additional
functionality, but also complexity due to the level of interaction
associated with managing authentication and who accesses data
through adapters.

Policy Functionality

Each of the policy areas utilises the core framework and adds
functionality to meet their business requirements.

CPM & SAA

Utilises the messaging (CPM) and forms (SSA) functionality to
share data utilising adapter line of business applications.

iACT

Initially is aimed at delivering functionality that can be used
without any adapter required. However duplicate keying will be
required alongside other system s, and user control and
authentication needs to be set up explicitly. Phase 2 plans will
see the introduction of a lightweight adapter.
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There are about 20 adapters built to date that provide direct integration to
line of business applications and manage access to shared data

Adapters

The vision of eCare is to provide data sharing using existing applications
to provide seamless integration with eCare technology. The approach is
therefore to use adapters that link the eCare framework to line of business
applications.

There is a variety of software systems and applications that are used
across agencies. Some of these are in-house, but mainly systems are
vendor supplied.

These systems include:

Social Work

• CareFirst /OLM

• Anite

• Northgate (Swift)

• Tynedale

• CoreLogic

Health

• Midas

• TRAK

Education

• SEEMIS

• Pearson E1

eCare – Detailed Review: Applications & Adapters

Comments

The level of complexity of developing adapters to integrate the eCare
Framework with third party systems is high and consequently one of
the main issues that is raised by stakeholders on why technology has
not fulfilled its role.

Key considerations going forward are:

1. Can all of these adapters be justified from a commercial point of
view ?

2. Is the level of adapter complexity really necessary to deliver any
significant benefits, or could a simpler adapter do as well?

A more sophisticated approach should be used to identify the true
worth of adapters and to ensure those that deliver benefits realisation,
meet requirements, and are fit for purpose for practitioners.

Timescales

The core framework of eCare has been in place since 2007 with only
minor amendments and change requests implemented since then.

The development of adapters has taken considerable time with the first
education adapters (SEEMIS) only recently having gone live. Other
implementations for SSA are just in the process of going live.

Costs

Over £8.4 million has been spent with vendors with the majority of this
being for delivering adapters. This has included some licensing.
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The complexity of connecting line of business applications to the eCare
Framework is at times prohibitive to achieving successful outcomes

Areas for Improvement

Challenge Recommendation

Is the number of interfaces to the eCare system
justified?

An assessment needs to be made, to build up a high level business case for each adapter so
a targeted approach can be taken forward.

Appliance (BizTalk solution) is not being used A review needs to take place to understand why the appliance is not being used and if value
can be developed from it.

eCare is too complex, hard to understand and to
implement solutions

An assessment of reduced technical functionality needs to be considered in the context of
local profiles and detailing business requirements that can be met in the short term.

Updates to forms require contacting vendors &
ATOS for both LOB and eCare framework update.

The use of unstructured data should be considered for areas where frequent updates are
required.

Data sharing granularity does not exist Once core functionality has been delivered in-line with local profile assessment, this needs to
be addressed as it is likely to be a key business requirement that will need to be met.

Up to date security standards will not be supported
by current versions of software

Possible implications for upgrading core systems, software and adapters needs to be flagged
up as a risk.

eCare – Detailed Review: Applications & Adapters
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Section 2: Detailed Review

2.13 Data

eCare: Review of Requirements, Delivery, Benefits

The Data Standards that are defined for use across eCare
applications are recognised as providing a valuable baseline for
local agencies.

Even if local agency applications are currently not using eCare,
most of their systems aim to comply with the Standards and
successful early implementations of data sharing based around
standards (including NMIS) have been delivered at a local level,
with appropriate funding.
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Information management is an essential part of data sharing. However
the use of standards must be able to demonstrate benefits.

Information Management

eCare stakeholders are generally supportive of driving information
sharing at a base level through the use of compliance and standards.
This ensures a consistent approach, at a data level, for linking
applications and the ability for information governance to be managed
in a consistent way across agencies.

Scottish Information &Data Standards

There are a number of standards that exist across the Scottish
Government focused on specific areas such as shared assessment ,
social care and adult and children’s services. Included in these are the
National Minimum Information Standards (NMIS)

National Minimum Information Standards (NMIS)

NMIS have been developed for shared assessment over the last 9
years since general guidance for Single Shared Assessment was
issued in November 2001. Principles underpinning the standards
include:

• The minimum standards need to “make sense” to practitioners and
should reflect good professional practice .

• The standards should support the development of local assessment
and care management processes

• The standards should be the foundation for the development of
supporting information systems.

• Mandatory information requirements where possible, should be
supported by the standards.

eCare – Detailed Review: Data

Comments

The principle of what eCare does is built on standards. It is therefore
key that the programme is able to demonstrate the standards that it
supports and communicate this to stakeholders. This currently lacks
visibility.

The implementation and adherence to standards comes at a cost and
the use of standards must be able to demonstrate benefits. The
standards therefore should not be over burdensome, but should be
enablers to delivering benefits across agencies and at national level.

The current standards supported should continue to be monitored by
eCare to ensure that they are delivering benefits.
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Appendix A

Policy Details
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PIOD: Community Care Outcomes Approach

eCare – Appendix A: Policy Details
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PIOD: Community Care Outcomes Framework

eCare – Appendix A: Policy Details
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Community
Care
Outcomes
Performance
Measures
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GIRFEC Practice Model

eCare – Appendix A: Policy Details
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Core Components of the GIRFEC Framework

Core Components of the GIRFEC Framework

•A focus on improving outcomes for children, young people and their families based on a shared understanding of well-being

•A common approach to gaining consent and to sharing information where appropriate

•An integral role for children, young people and families in assessment, planning and intervention.

•A coordinated and unified approach to identifying concerns, assessing needs, agreeing actions and outcomes based on the Well-being indicators..

•Streamlined planning, assessment and decision-making processes that lead to the right help at the right time.

•Consistent high standards of co-operation, joint working and communication, where more than one agency needs to be involved, locally and across
Scotland

•A Lead Professional to co-ordinate and monitor multi-agency activity where necessary

•Maximising the skilled workforce within universal services to address needs and risks at the earliest possible time.

•A confident and competent workforce across all services for children, young people and their families

•The capacity to share demographic, assessment, and planning information electronically within and across agency boundaries through the national
eCare programme where appropriate

eCare – Appendix A: Policy Details
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GIRFEC Well-being indicators

eCare – Appendix A: Policy Details
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Appendix B

eCare Background
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eCare KPIs

Sum of Value
Measure DSP System 28/05/2010
Number of people that have been matched against CHI (by system) Western Isles CareFirst (ESI) 4698

Tynedale (ESI) 13953
Ayrshire and Arran FACE (AAR) 53533

CareFirst (AAR) 25949
Pan Grampian CareFirst(AberdeenshireCouncil) 7902

NeSSA(GRA) 2
Tayside CareFirst (Angus) 5609

MiDIS (NHS Tayside Implementation) 113420

Number of cross system people matches. That is where both social work and
health have the same CHI match

Western Isles n/a 3218

Ayrshire and Arran n/a 7226
Pan Grampian n/a 2
Shetland n/a 0
Tayside n/a 3661

Number of individuals with a CP warning Western Isles n/a 94
Ayrshire and Arran n/a 638
Pan Grampian n/a 0
Shetland n/a 0
Tayside n/a 175

Number of individuals with a Linked Person CP warning. Western Isles n/a 0
Ayrshire and Arran n/a 2
Pan Grampian n/a 0
Shetland n/a 0
Tayside n/a 25

Number of forms published Western Isles CareFirst (ESI) 4
Tynedale (ESI) 9

Pan Grampian CareFirst(AberdeenshireCouncil) 6
NeSSA(GRA) 1

eCare – Appendix B: eCare Background

Shown below are performance measures for SSA & CPM functionality
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National Practitioners Forum (NPF) Business Requirements

During this review the NPF defined a baseline of business
requirements across all policy areas. These requirements are:

1. Matching People - ensuring all of the people in all of the systems
can be matched up in the central shared space. If a practitioner is
trying to view information about a person who is already on their
own agency system from another source, a method has to exist to
allow them to access this shared information by linking several
sources of information relating to an individual together using a
central shared space. Similarly a method for resolving situations
where a person exists in the system of a practitioner but not in the
shared store. This can be for a range of reasons but at this point
there needs to be human involvement in the matching process.
Requirement that user knows what to do in this situation to
resolve issue.

2. Posting information - in a structured way to a specific location
within a shared space. This enables practitioners to send
information such as a new assessment or updating a care plan to
a range of from within their own system to different locations
within the shared space. This can be further broken down by
identifying the types of structure information such as messages,
assessments, care plans etc. It was also noted that some
requirements related to attaching files to particular peoples overall
shared record.

3. Arranging structured sets of information - a largely unseen
requirement for the practitioner but will provide the navigational
rules for how information is located. The logical structure and
language used to describe it needs to be user friendly and follow
consistent rules. This would also entail how information is logically
sorted and presented.

4. Viewing - a method for viewing & navigating shared information.
This combined with arranging function will provide the
navigational interface. The method of viewing information has
remained an issue for some practitioners due a lack of testing on
the tasks that users will perform using the viewer contrasted with
its ability to display an enormous amount of information held in the
shared store.

5. Printing – information that is held in the shared store which
although the use of paper may be declining in some areas,
practitioners tend to work with paper and it is the preferred
method of providing people with copies of their own information
that is held by partners. Another requirement coming off of this is
the ability to only print certain parts of assessments and other
documents.

6. Changing information – a method of amending the current
status of information shared about a person
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NPF Business Requirements (cont…)

7. Alerting – a method for ensuring the identified agencies/teams
are contacted as a result of information changing or commencing.
Once an assessment has been completed and other
agencies/teams need to know, how are they alerted to this
situation? Automatically as part of the shared store or manually by
the care manager for instance.

8. Security – all systems have implemented industry standard
accepted procedures and policies for users accessing the shared
store either from within a single agency or stand alone system, or
secure web browsers. It would appear from analysis and
discussion that the requirements relating to safe and secure
usage of shared information systems have all been satisfied.

9. Governance – which ensures confidence of users and provides
the necessary means of coping with dynamic nature of
information sharing and policy development. This also meets the
need for agreement between partners on protocols relating to
consent. Again the requirements coming off of this area have all
largely been achieved at a local partnership level.
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West Lothian SSA Requirements

1. The system must allow for information to be stored within clinically appropriate headings.

2. The system must allow for the electronic completion and storage of forms.

3. The system should allow for electronic recording of care plans.

4. The system must allow access to interagency store and shared assessment.

Additionally identified requirements are that:

5. Data must be able to be collected at a level that is appropriate to patient need and this should be flexible for every assessment. The
method of collection should ‘drill down’ through levels of detail based on responses to higher level questions, allowing recording of
specialist information but hiding from view unnecessary detail.

6. National Minimum Information Standards must be adhered to – unless inappropriate in context, and work must comply with data standards
for NMIS.

7. Work must comply with National Clinical Dataset Development Programme data standards.

8. Must comply with professional registration guidelines, e.g. NMC, CSP

9. The assessment should be recorded in TRAK and relevant information ‘pulled’ to the current data sharing store (eAssess / eCare / MAS),
which should populate Multi-Agency Care Planning & Review without need for nurses and AHPs to duplicate recording.

10. Assessment information must be available to other NHS Lothian professions on TRAK in accordance with data sharing guidance.

11. There must be the facility to print the assessment, and this should only include demographic information and the completed areas, as well
as a blank outline which should have all fields displayed.

12. Assessment information provided on referral from social care should be viewable within TRAK to facilitate two-way sharing of information.
TRAK could generate aspects of the core adult assessment directly from information received from the multi agency store.

13. TRAK should allow the user to identify information to automatically populate onward screens within the workflow, such as health issues
and care planning.

eCare – Appendix B: eCare Background
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West Lothian SSA Requirements (cont…)

14. From the Project Requirements Document:

15. Reports must be available detailing the number of assessments for planning and performance measurement purposes.

16. Consent to share information must be recorded, both for multi-agency working and sharing information with specified family members.

17. Eligibility criteria guidance should be indicated for assessments to be shared with other services.

17. The IORN (Indicator Of Relative Need) assessment should be linked in so that the IORN score can form part of the wider core adult
assessment.

18. There must be a vehicle for recording that the patient has been informed of contact details and of dates for assessment.

19. The assessment must incorporate the Outcomes Focussed/ Talking Point Framework in all areas.

20. Users must be able to complete form in stages, with TRAK identifying the most recent information and storing historic details.

21. Must be able to edit assessment and save as new on update.

22. Must be able to view and add to Core assessment across all episodes in EPR (so it would show in the assessment profile of all adult
community episodes)

eCare – Appendix B: eCare Background
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Terminology

The following

PIOD - Partnership Improvement and Outcomes Division

SSA – Single Shared Assessment

eSSA – electronic SSA

GIRFEC – Getting it Right for Every Child

CVSR – Child’s Virtual Shared Record

CHI – Community Health Index

MAS – Multi-agency store

DSP – Data Sharing Partnership

MTS – Managed Technical Service

SOA – Single Outcome Agreement

eCare – Appendix B: eCare Background
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Appendix C

Stakeholders: Interviews & Workshops
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Interviews

Interviews took place with:

Scottish Government Policy

PIOD

• Mike Martin

• Jane Arroll

• Alison Taylor

GIRFEC & CPM

• Lesley Fraser

• Boyd Adam

• Philip Raines

eHealth

• Paul Rhodes (Strategy)

• Ian Fenton & Jenny Bodie (Tayside)

• Martin Egan (Lothian)

Local Authority IT

• Amanda Roe (Social Work Chair)

• Christine Chlad (Western Isles)

• Tony Morrison & Lesley Reid (Stirling)

eCare

• Craig Russell

• Kerr Donaldson

• Stephen Duffy

• Tracy McKinley

Data Sharing Partnerships

• Linda Robertson (Senior IT Manager) (Fife)

• Alison McCallum (Director of Public Health and Public Policy HNS
Lothian),

• Andrew Unsworth (Head of e-Gov, Edinburgh)

• Alan Lawrie, Kathy Shilliday (Lanarkshire)

Highland GIRFEC

• Jon King

• Stephen Macgregor

ATOS Origin

• Calum Sutherland

• Colin Hardie

Microsoft

• Angus Foreman

eCare – Appendix C: Stakeholders
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Workshops

Workshops took place with

Data Sharing Managers Network (DSMN)

Attendees were:

John Allan (JA) Forth Valley

Val Baker (VB) Clinical Lead for eHealth, NHS Lothian

Jenny Bodie (JB) Head of eHealth Implementation, NHS Tayside

Duncan Card (DC) Data Sharing Manager, Dumfries & Galloway

Fraser Downie (FD) Data Sharing Manager, Fife DSP

Steve McGregor (SMcG) Data Sharing Manager, Highland DSP

Kathy Shilliday (KS) Data Sharing Manager, Lanarkshire

Jan Yeats (JY) Data Sharing Manager, Grampian

David Robertson (DR) West Lothian Council

eCare – Appendix C: Stakeholders

Tayside Data Sharing Stakeholders

Attendees at the workshop were:

•Andrew Peter - Section Leader (IT), Dundee City Council

•Diane McCulloch, Service Manager, + 2 Dundee City Council

•Fiona McCarthy - MIS Support Officer, Dundee City Council

•Dawn McFarlane, Planning Officer Angus Council, + IT
representative from Care First

•Ross Drummond, Child Protection Inter Agency Co-ordinator,
Perth & Kinross Council

•Jenny Bodie, Head of IT Implementation & Training, NHS
Tayside

•Elaine Hatton, Professional Development Nurse, Professional
Development Nurse, NHS Tayside

•Peter McKenzie, Information Governance Officer, NHS Tayside

•Nicola Watts, Specialist IT Trainer, NHS Tayside

•Alison Forbes, Clinical Nurse Specialist, NHS Tayside
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Documents

The documents that have been supplied are:

Policy

• Overview of PIOD from Jane Arroll

Child Protection Messaging (CPM)

• CPM Consultation – Nov 2009

Single Shared Assessment

• Community Care Outcomes Approach Leaflet

• Community Care Outcomes Definitions & 4* Annexes

• Community Care Performance Measures & Definitions

GIRFEC

• Policy – from Website

• Design Authority Provisional eCare / GIRFEC Roadmap

• National DSF eCare Roadmap & GIRFEC

• Highland Evaluation Report

• Early Intervention and GIRFEC

• GIRFEC Electronic Information Sharing models and processes

• Messages about implementation

Concordat

• 2007 Overview

iACT

• Electronic Information Sharing and Activity Model

• General Business requirements

• Requirements catalogue – v 0.3 and 1.0

eCare

Background

• eCare Current Functionality – Briefing Paper

• Governance Structure – Letter – Jan 2006

Programme Delivery

• eCare Programme Board Risk Register (29 Sept 2009)

• Programme Board Minutes – meetings * 13 from 2007

• eCare Senior Stakeholder Workshop (Feb 2010) – Discussion
Paper

• eCare Senior Stakeholder Workshop (Feb 2010) – Outputs

• eCare Delivery Plan 2010-11

• eCare Implementation Reports

• eCare Programme Partner Progress RAG status

• eCare Implementation Reports

• eCare Programme Board

eCare – Appendix D: Documents
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Documents (2)

Other documents that have been supplied are:

National Data Sharing Partnership

• Assessment of eCare DSP Partner Progress RAG Status

• National Data Sharing Forum minutes – meetings * 5 from 2007

• Letters to DSPs – analysis from DSP issues – Dec 2009

• Stage Review Process – 2009 v1.1

• DSP applications

• NPF Business Requirements

• Data Sharing Managers Network Meeting Agenda

• Total Cost of Ownership

• DSM Contacts

• DSP/Measure of value lists

• High Level BR

• National Outcomes Framework

• Actual Measure Definitions

• Community Care Outcomes Framework

• National Data Sharing Forum – eCare

Technical Documentation

• eCare Data Policy

• eCare Matching Overview

• eCare Multi-Agency Store Data Model Version 2.9

• Scottish Social Care Data Standards Manual (2005)

• iACT Architecture, activity model & business requirements

• MTS Service Definition Document

• NMIS Summary

• eCare Framework

• eCare Matching Framework Data Model

• eCare Messaging Framework

• eCare Programme – Mission, Goals, Workstreams and
Objectives

• eCare Viewer Tool Documentation

• eCare Information Flows

• eCare Reference Flows

• eCart Architecture Overview

• eCART MAS Adaptor

• Technical Overview

• Performance Indicators
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Documents (3)

Other documents that have been supplied are:

Local DSP / Authorities

• Lothian Data Sharing Partnership: T-map & implementation plan (BT)

• Lanarkshire DSP – Background Information & Data sharing overview

• Lanarkshire DSP GIRFEC Overview

• Lanarkshire CPM Samples - Clinical Guidance & Business Processes

• Tayside SSA Business Requirements (Octagon) & supporting
documentation

• Ayrshire & Arran Benefits Realisation Plan

• Outcomes Appendix

• Highland – Business Requirements Revision

• Highland – GIR Phase 1

• Highland – GIRFEC IT Projects Brief

• North Ayrshire – CPM guidance

• Tayside – eCare changes

• Tayside – Ocatgon Specification

• Tayside – eCare Spec

• Core Adult Assessment Requirements

eCare – Appendix D: Documents

Communications

•eCare Communications Strategy v2.2

•Third Sector, iACT Q&A

Finance

•Total Cost of Ownership summary

•Budget & Spend summary to date

•Funding allocations to Partnerships

•Logica Acceptances

JIT

•Key messages and talking points

•Performance Management
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Stakeholder interviews - Perceptions (Quotes)

“Does eCare deliver VFM?
Existing local solutions
reduce the potential
benefits of eCare”

“eCare business
requirements do
not exist – purely
technology led”

“Have very little confidence in
eCare’s ability to deliver
technical solutions. Once
planned around eCare
deliveries, but not reliable”

“Communication around
eCare development and
on-going delivery needs to
be improved”

“eCare maybe
‘technically’ live but no
evidence of supporting
policy outcomes exists”

“Want to see a
demonstration site of
eCare working – Do
these exist? ”

“eCare programme
requires more
rigorous technical
management and
expertise within SG”

“eCare does not
demonstrate a
compelling
business case”

“It is unclear what eCare
is delivering. There is no
central point of
reference, holistic view
or roadmap to show the
way forward”

“Implementation
guidance is limited,
especially for business
change. Technically hard
to integrate”

The following quotes were captured during the structured interview process which took place in May and June 2010. During these interviews, a number
of recurring comments were made, which have been set out below. We have not audited or verified the accuracy of these comments.
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Questions

1. How is the purpose of the central data sharing (DS) Function/eCare
evaluated and communicated?

2. How do the aims of the DS Function/eCare align itself with the
business strategy align itself with the business strategy within your
organisation?

3. How are the DS Function/eCare services offered perceived by your
business?

4. How is the success of services provided by the DS Function/eCare
measured?

5. What information is provided to support senior management
decisions related to DS?

6. How does eCare assess new demands with your business and set
priorities for DS investment?

7. To what extent does the eCare understand and document your actual
business requirements?

8. What is the role of the DS Function/eCare as perceived by your
business/organisation/agency?

9. How does the DS Function/eCare manage its relationship with your
organisation as customers?

10. How well does your organisations identify and make known its DS
service requirements?

11. How is the feasibility of, and business case for, requested DS
services, systems/technical developments, redevelopments or
enhancements determined?
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12. How are unsatisfied DS Function/eCare needs monitored?

13. How sophisticated is the data governance function within your
organisation?

14. Is the quality of core DS data measured, how is it reported and how
often is that measurement taken?

15. Have data flows and data quality requirements been developed to
record how critical / core data is managed to meet business
requirements, what is it used for and how is it used for reporting
organisation performance?

16. How are eCare project governance and management accountabilities
defined, assigned and executed?

17. How are eCare projects closed down, including the transition to
Business As Usual operation and post-implementation reviews?

18. How are eCare functional and performance requirements identified
and aligned to the business change?

19. How are DS Function/eCare solutions validated during development
to ensure they will function to specification in the operational
environment?

20. How are the benefits, identified in the business case, linked to DS
Function/eCare contribution to projects?

21. How is assessment of the business success of complemented
projects made and supported by the DS Function/eCare function?

22. What is the extent of awareness of the DS Function/eCare staff or
your organisation?

eCare – Appendix E: Performance Framework
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eCare Aggregated Score Results

Performance Framework

Using a scoring mechanism of 1 to 5, we asked client stakeholders to assess the current and desired state of eCare. In our experience working
with other organisations, current scores generally range between 2 and 4.

For eCare, we have selected 8 applicable segments and their results are below depicted. This report is based wholly on the structured
interviews held with key stakeholders (see Appendix C).

A considerable effort needs to be invested to reach target practice scores. Our improvement opportunity matrices (in the Detailed Assessment
section of this report) list the necessary steps needed to reach those target practice scores.

Segment As Is Desired

1 Strategy 1.83 4.27

2 External Customers 1.50 4.33

3
Governance &
Performance

1.94 4.10

4 Support Management 2.19 4.08

5 Customer Management 1.64 4.01

8 Business As Usual 3.00 4.53

9 Transformation (Projects) 2.30 4.25

10 People Management 1.67 3.50
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eCare Aggregated Score Results (2)

Shown below are the scores for each segment.
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Segment Questions

Gaps were identified from answers to the following questions for each of the 8 segments:

Segment Question Current Rate Target GAP

Strategy How is the purpose of the central data sharing (DS) function/eCare
evaluated and communicated?

How do the aims of the DS Function/eCare align itself with the
business strategy within your organisation?

1.83 4.27 2.44

External Customers How are the DS Function/eCare services offered perceived by your
business?

1.50 4.33 2.83

Governance &
Performance

How is the success of services provided by the DS Function/eCare
measured?

What information is provided to support senior management
decisions related to DS?

1.94 4.10 2.15

Support Management How does eCare assess new demands with your business and set
priorities for DS investment?

To what extent does the eCare understand and document your
actual business requirements?

2.19 4.08 1.89

Customer Management What is the role of the DS Function/eCare as perceived by your
business/organisation/agency?

How does the DS Function/eCare manage its relationship with your
organisation as customers?

How well does your organisation identify and make known its DS
service requirements?

How is the feasibility of, and business case for, requested DS
services, systems/technical developments, redevelopments or
enhancements determined?

How are unsatisfied DS Function/eCare needs monitored?

1.64 4.01 2.37
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Segment Questions (2)

Segment Question Current Rate Target GAP
Business as usual How sophisticated is the data governance function within your

organisation?

Is the quality of core DS data measured, how is it reported and how
often is that measurement taken?

Have data flows and data quality requirements been developed to
record how critical / core data is managed to meet business
requirements, what is it used for and how is it used for reporting?

3.00 4.53 1.53

Transformation (Projects) How are eCare project governance and management accountabilities
defined, assigned and executed?

How are eCare projects closed down including the transition to
Business as Usual operation and post-implementation reviews?

How are eCare functional and performance requirements identified
and aligned to the business change?

How are DS Function/eCare solutions validated during development
to ensure that will function to specification in the operational
environment?

How are the benefits, identified in the business case, linked to DS
Function/eCare contribution to projects?

How is assessment of the business success f completed projects
made and supported by the DS Function/eCare?

2.30 4.25 1.95

People Management What is the extent of awareness of the DS Function/eCare staff or
your organisation?

1.67 3.50 1.83
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Methodology

Final Report

1. Policy Requirements
Capture

2. Gap Analysis

ActivitiesActivities

•Mobilisation

•Stakeholder Identification &
Engagement

•Policy Data Gathering

•Documented Policy
Requirements / Approach

•Baseline of eCare Framework

•Delivery Capability Review

•GAP Analysis

•Issue Logs - all eCare areas

Stage 1

Requirements & Gap Analysis
Stage 2

Options, Costs & Summary

3. Requirements
Capture
Methodology

4. Options &
Costs

5. Final Report

Activities

•Develop on-going
requirement management
methodology

Activities

•Options Analysis

•Actions

•Prioritisation Map

•Recommended Option

Activities

•Summary

•Resolution Details

Assessment of policy, strategy, governance, funding, measurement, structure, people, skills, scope of service, operations, projects, Project Management, Risk Management,
Communications, Stakeholder Engagement, Knowledge Transfer, Leadership and Organisational IT Capability

T
o

o
ls

Policy Requirement
Capture

GAP Analysis & IT
Assessment

Options Analysis &
Recommendations

Requirements Capture
Methodology
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Document Single Points of failure,
undertake risk assessments and build
in correcting or mitigating actions.
Where funding required, establish a
business case and present to ICT
Strategy and Planning Group.

Several critical processes / key systems across the University w hich rely on one
person. e.g. Aptos (Finance), GALEN (Medicine e -learning), KX (Conference,
events management system). Significant productiv ity impact in t he event of
failure.

There are a number of critical processes across the University w hich rely on one
person. If this person is ill, on leave or leaves the Universit y, critical processes
become delayed, or may fail. Reputational and productivity risk .

Single points of failure2

A paper should be presented to ICT
Strategy and Planning Governance
Group on the options for the
provision, and a recommendation
based solely on business need

There are (at least) three email applications being used across the University at
present: Eudora, Thunderbird and Microsoft Outlook.

ITS support is not provided as standard for Outlook products.

Increasing need to address email from a number of different hard ware types e.g.
desktops, laptops, notebooks, blackberry, i -phone. (ref. point 5)

In structured interview sessions, email arose regularly as an ar ea where users
would like clarity re the preferred standard email application ( and reasons why).

Email service and
support

4

A paper should be presented to ICT
Strategy and Planning Group on the
plans for this new provision.

An Information Security policy exists, but it is unclear the ext ent to which users
understand and its content. Its application is, at best, incons istent.

This area has a significantly increased national profile due to major breaches of
security of data elsewhere and a pro-active programme of training, and provision
of guidelines and tools to use in security are required.

Security3

All staff should be provided with
sufficient access and capacity to store
and transfer information which

genuinely needs retention.

Users’ needs are likely to be different
across the Uni.

In addition to meeting this needs,
communication of this policy is key -–
are staff aware of the risks they are
running?

Standard training should be rolled out
– on web-pages, and face to face.

The Information Security Policy states that the University “is committed to
ensuring that the information it manages is appropriately secure d to protect
against the consequences of breaches of confidentiality, failure s of integrity or

interruptions to the availability of that information ” IT Services is responsible for
providing a secure environment in which it is reasonable for sta ff and students to
store and transfer information on and between networked computer s. Data
leaves this secure environment in a number of ways – one being when
information is stored on a laptop, CD/DVD, memory stick. It is common practice
amongst academic staff to backup their data on their own laptops and take
copies onto DVDs which are then kept at home. This information could include
personal student data, exam information or other such material. In addition,
information not held on the network will not be backed up.

Reliance on individuals to back up their own data.

Backup1

No. RecommendationExplanationIssue
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information is stored on a laptop, CD/DVD, memory stick. It is common practice
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Organisation Gap Analysis

CIO

Service, Performance,
Business Management

IT Infrastructure
Services

Business and
Information Systems

VP Gov & Planning

Windows Expertise

Project Management
e.g. Standard build,

DC2

Project Management
e.g. ASP

• Reporting and managing
performance incl. KPIs

• Managing the pipeline

• Co-ordination of user
engagement

• Strategy support (to CIO)

• Delivering

business-as-usual

• Business
engagement and
demand
management

• Strategy and
Innovation

• Existing Outlook
not supported

• May be become
greater if

standardise on
future Windows
environment

• Formal, robust

management of
projects with
standardised
methodology

• Managing projects
Business case
development for future
proposed investment

Demand management
reporting

and prioritisation = gap

Key:

• Formal, robust
management of
projects with
standardised

methodology

• Managing projects
Business case
development for future
proposed investment

• Programme, portfolio
management
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4. Top-level 6-month Programme Plan

Steering
Board

User
Engage

ment

Projects

Service
Scope

Performance

Management

Backlog

Recovery

IT
Leadership

1 2 3 4 65

6 weeks

1 month 1 month 1 month 1 month 1 month

1a

23 40

4a

38

29

7 8b

9

31

11a

12

3730

36

17a

4a 12

12

1b4b

8

Define
“Services”

2a
2b

2c

13a 13b 13c 13d

1c

3a
3b

3c 3d

4c 4d

6a 6b

6c

17b

4e

8a

24a 24b

12a14a 14b 12b
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3. IT Issue Resolution Details

17. IT User Training

• Track record of consultation for IT -based needs not compelling. (needs close monitoring)

• Engagement from schools, units. (PO to support)

Risks:

• Plan creation: No additional resource required.

• Training delivery: Additional resource required. Assume 1 FTE t rainer.

Skil ls Required
/ Gaps:

• Agreed IT User Training Plan

• Roll-out plan (to include delivery medium – face-face, group, online) to cover April – October

• Specific metrics by which success will be measured (e.g. from su rvey feedback, % take-up)

Deliverables:

• There will be one training plan which covers the Services delive red by IT and BI.

• Training roll-out will be phased, with immediate start.

Assumptions /
Dependencies:

Timescale:

Description:

Accountable: • Malcolm Bain

a. 12 March 2009 (6 weeks) – IT User Training Plan, Roll -out plan, metrics.

b. First phase delivery April – October.

• Understand/assess user needs (through consultation)

• Determine scope of training. To include (as a minimum):

•Induction, Backup, Email/calendar, Terminal 4, MS Office Apps, M anaging Desktop, Filestore

• Create/define core content of training material and resources re quired for delivery of this material.

• Define customer base to whom this is addressed (e.g. include stu dents?)

• Define the relationships with existing training courses (e.g. CI TS, Aptos)
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4. IT Leadership & Change Programme Recommendations –
Parallel Track

Parallel

Option

2 & 3

“Option 2”

• Tactical programme of work
for existing IT Team

• Strong management focus on
delivery

“Option 3”

• CIO Role definition, responsibility,
governance planning

• CIO Search and Select

• Improved baseline IT condition

• Clean slate for new leadership

Option 1

• CIO focus on strategy, direction,
performance management,
organisation structure, longer term IT
improvement

• Uni clarity on priorities, performance
and progress

12 months

CIO appointment

Tightly scoped,
closely
monitored
programme of
IT work for the
next 4-6
months.

Managed
change.

CIO role identification
commenced, to move to
search and select when
complete.

6 months

• The University cannot delay (and should not delay) addressing ce rtain urgent IT issues.

• We propose a ‘parallel track’ of options 2 and 3 for the next 6 months:
• A programme of change activity to be delivered in this interim p eriod to address the

identified business need, and provide the CIO with a greater cha nce of success
upon arrival.

• Commencement of recruitment activity (as per previous slide)

Discounted
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Requirements & Gap Analysis

Options & Costs

•Project kick off

•Mobilisation

•Gather
existing data

•Identify key
stakeholders

•Understand
current state

•Arrange
Workshops &
interviews

•Review existing
policies

•Review existing
IT information

•Ascertain gaps in
current
information

•Update with
project sponsor

•Structured
workshops /
interviews with key
stakeholders

•Draft Policy
Requirements

•DSM Workshop

•Agreed Policy
Requirements

•Stakeholder
Interviews

•IT baseline
position

•eCare Issues
log

•Initial Gap
analysis

•Update with
project sponsor

Review Timescales

•Interview
outstanding
stakeholders

•Policy
Workshop

•Share high
level
findings, and
develop
options

•GAP Analysis

•Draft Report of
initial findings

•Options Analysis

•Update with
project sponsor

•Review
Options

•Develop
findings, and
prepare report

•Agree next
steps plan

18/06/1011/06/1028/05/10 25/06/10 02/07/10 09/07/10 16/07/10 23/07/10

•Submit Draft
Report of
initial findings
for review

•Develop next
steps plan

•Update with
project
sponsor

•Project
sponsor
sign-off

Week
ending
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